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Abstrakt  
Analýza a interpretace variací DNA je důležité pro zkoumání genetického pozadí dědičnosti, nemocí a 
jiných fenotypových rysů. Tato práce stručně úvadí oblasti molekulární biologie a základních principů 
genetiky, popisuje metody pro anotační analýzy genetických variací, genomové asociační studie a 
metody pro analýzy obohacení s jejich implementací. V rámci této práce jsme představili nový webový 
nástroj Varanto, který může být použit k anotaci, vizualizaci a analýze genetických variací. Může být 
použit k analýze obohacení anotací pomocí hypergeometrického testu pro danou množinu variací. 
Varanto obsahuje uživatelské webové rozhraní vyvinuté pomocí frameworku Shiny jazyka R. Výkon a 
funkcionalita nástroje jsou testovány a demonstrovány podle výkonových benchmarků a na základě 
analýzy a interpretace dat z dříve publikovaných genomových asociačních studií. 
 
 
 
Abstract 
Analysis and interpretation of DNA variations is very crucial for research trying to solve genetic 
background of heritability, diseases and other traits. This thesis briefly introduces the field of molecular 
biology and basic principles of genetics, discusses genetic variation annotation methods, genome-wide 
association studies and enrichment analysis methods with their implementation algorithms. As a part of 
this thesis, we introduce a novel web tool called Varanto that can be used to annotate, visualize and 
analyse genetic variations. It can be used to perform hypergeometric test based annotation enrichment 
analysis for a set of genetic variations. Varanto includes a web based user interface developed using 
Shiny web application framework for R. Varanto’s performance and functionality is tested and 
showcased by performance benchmarks and by analysing and interpreting data from previously 
published genome-wide association studies. 
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1 Introduction 
Importance of molecular biology has been increasing in the last decades. It is now known that all organ-
isms contain huge amount of encoded genetic information in their cells and that genetics is a key element 
for understanding why all of us differ from each other. Characteristics of an organism, known as phe-
notype, are dependent not only on environment but also on unique heritable genetic information carried 
by organism, its genotype. Genetic information of an organism is stored in the molecules of deoxyribo-
nucleic acid (DNA) which structure was identified in 1953 by James Watson and Francis Crick who 
were subsequently awarded the Nobel Prize for this discovery. DNA molecules comprise of large num-
ber of individual units, called nucleotides, organized in long but microscopically thin strands. Sequences 
of these nucleotides include genetic elements, genes being the most important ones. Every genetic ele-
ment potentially contains specific information related to development of an organism or to fundamental 
functions which ensures the life of the organism. Because of all the time growing amount of identified 
genetic information it is difficult or even impossible to effectively use this information for research 
purposes without using computational tools. To facilitate effective processing of biological data, new 
bioinformatics methods and common annotation terms were created to help reference specific biologic 
or molecular properties, processes, functions, consequences or any other biologically related infor-
mation related to biology. These annotations are also easier to store in databases and easier to process 
by computational methods. 
DNA is not the same across the species and also across the individuals within species. Variations 
in DNA result in organisms having distinct genotypes. For this reason these variations are subject to 
research and studies which try to identify their effects on phenotypes. This knowledge can help in un-
derstanding biological processes and differences between organisms, including medical purposes. There 
are research efforts that try to identify genetic causes of human traits and diseases to understand their 
biological background in more detail or try to predict the probability of developing the trait in question. 
Other areas of research include studying the dependencies between a genotype and response on using a 
specific drug. Besides traditional genetics research which utilized only a small fraction of genetic infor-
mation, for example a single gene, new methods for obtaining the whole genetic information of an or-
ganisms and for analysing this information computational resources were designed. Genome-wide as-
sociation studies (GWAS) are aimed on finding causal variations in the genetic information for specific 
traits on a genome-wide level across large number of genotyped individuals. The result of single GWAS 
is a list of variations and their association to a trait. For these variations finding enriched annotations is 
important for determining the related biological processes or causes for the trait. This can be achieved 
by analysing annotations for their over- and underrepresentation. For this purpose several enrichment 
analysis methods have been developed to determine the statistical significance of annotations enrich-
ment. Many previously developed tools for performing this task and implementing common methods, 
are described in this thesis. Most of these tools are developed for enrichment analysis of genes instead 
of genetic variations. This work introduces a novel tool called Varanto that can be used for annotation 
analysis of genetic variations. Varanto uses an input consisting of a set of variations which can, for 
example, result from a GWAS. Varanto works with large background database of annotations and pro-
vides easy-to-use web interface. In addition, Varanto provides visualization of associations between 
variations and their annotations. Web interface allows users to set parameters such as background set, 
distance filter and selection of annotation classes. 
The second chapter covers basic information about molecular biology and genetics. Genetics re-
search, specially annotation methods and GWAS, are discussed in the third chapter. Enrichment analysis 
methods and computational algorithms implementing them are described in the fourth chapter. In the 
fifth chapter, Varanto tool is introduced including description of methods for preparing its background 
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database and implementation of its web interface. Finally, in the sixth chapter, the results of performance 
tests are shown and use-cases of Varanto demonstrated on Body Mass Index trait, Crohn’s disease and 
detecting technical bias. 
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2 Molecular Biology 
Species in the world differ from each other, and furthermore even the individuals of the same species 
have different traits from each other. Development of every living entity is encoded in the genetic ma-
terial located in cells. Characteristics are inherited from a parent to an offspring. Genetics is a field that 
studies biologically inherited traits. Not all traits are inherited purely biologically but many of them are 
influenced also by the environmental or cultural factors and genetics recognizes this fact.  
Information in this chapter is mostly adapted from Daniel Hartl and Elizabeth Jones (Hartl & Jones 
2001). 
2.1 Mechanisms of storing of information in DNA se-
quences 
DNA was discovered by Friedrich Miescher in 1869 but at the time it was impossible to determine its 
biological function. Later in the beginning of 20th century it was believed that proteins are the genetic 
material. In 1944 Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and Maclyn McCarty performed experiments deter-
mining the transforming activity in S cells of Streptococcus pneumonia in the presence of R cells, dis-
playing the genetic function of DNA. In 1953 James Watson and Francis Crick examined the three-
dimensional structure of DNA molecule. They found out that DNA has double-stranded helix form. 
Each strand consists of nucleotides. Each nucleotide contains bases connected to phosphorylated mole-
cule of the 5-carbon sugar deoxyribose. There are four types of bases: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Gua-
nine (G) and Cytosine (C), the letters of DNA. Nucleotides have pair of another nucleotide located on 
the opposite strand. Paired nucleotides are complementary to each other. A is matching with T and G is 
matching with C. The sequence of bases is variable and each base can code for some information mean-
ing that DNA can code for a huge amount of information. DNA strand has a polarity resulting from 
asymmetric structure of nucleotides. One end of DNA strand is marked as 5’ and another end as 3’. The 
strands have opposite polarity to each other. The complementarity of bases enables replication of DNA 
molecules. During the replication the strands are separated and then each strand serves as a template to 
synthesis of a new strand (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1. DNA replication. (I, Madprime [CC0, GFDL, CC-BY-SA-3.0 or CC BY-SA 2.5-2.0-1.0], via 
Wikimedia Commons) 
DNA molecules in cells are commonly organized in chromosomes. Organisms have various num-
bers of chromosomes. Prokaryotes have usually a single chromosome. Eukaryotes have more chromo-
some pairs and also chloroplasts and mitochondria can contain additional DNA. There is often a distinc-
tion between the chromosomal structure of females and males. Humans have 23 chromosome pairs 
numbered from 1 to 22 with additional sex chromosome pair XY in males and XX pair in females. The 
paired chromosomes, except the sex chromosome pair, are complementary. Individual chromosomes of 
the pair are inherited from one of the parents. The complete set of DNA information is called as a ge-
nome. Karyotype is a visual presentation of chromosomes arranged in pairs. Human genome contains 
about 3 billion of base pairs in one copy of the 23 chromosomes.  
2.2 Genes and genetics 
In 1866 Gregor Mendel demonstrated the existence of genes and their role in transmission of information 
from generation to generation, becoming the father of genetics. It was before the recognition of DNA as 
genetic material and even before the discovery of DNA itself. Therefore he introduced his theory of 
inheritance in terms of abstract rules. Nowadays it is possible to obtain DNA sequence of an organism 
by technologies that are increasingly cheaper and more effective. This enables studying genes on mo-
lecular level and makes the field of genetics dynamic and fast developing. 
DNA sequences are sequences of encoded information which can be expressed. The central 
dogma is a theory describing the process of transferring this information. The information transfer is 
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indirect as DNA acts through an intermediary molecule of ribonucleic acid (RNA). The result of expres-
sion are proteins, many of which are enzymes, or functional non-coding RNA molecules. Sequences, 
which proteins are produced from by process of transcription and translation (see below), are called 
coding genes. 
 
Figure 2-2. The “Central dogma” of molecular genetics. 
As seen from Figure 2-2, transcription is a process of synthetizing RNA from a DNA strand. 
Translation, performed in ribosomes, is a process of synthetizing polypeptide chains from RNA. Ribo-
somes consist of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and proteins. Transfer RNA (tRNA) participates in the transla-
tion. Messenger RNA (mRNA) is an actual carrier of genetic information. 
An important consequence of the central dogma is that this information transfer is one-directional.  
2.2.1 Transcription 
Before the transcription, RNA polymerase binds to a promoter site in DNA. Then the transcription starts 
at transcription start site, which is inside or near to the promoter. RNA polymerase gains access to either 
strand. It synthetizes RNA chain by adding new nucleotides to its 3’ end. Nucleotides in RNA with 
thymine (T) base are replaced by uracil (U) base. Transcription is terminated by reaching a chain-ter-
mination sequence. The produced RNA molecule is primary transcript. In eukaryotes, it is processed 
before it becomes mRNA. This processing contains excision of untranslated sequences in 5’ and 3’ ends 
in the untranslated regions (UTR) and excision of introns. Introns are embedded between the coding 
sequences – exons. Mechanism of excision of introns is called RNA splicing. The patterns of splicing 
varies in different cell types. This feature is called alternative splicing (Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3. Alternative splicing. (By National Human Genome Research Institute [Public domain], via 
Wikimedia Commons) 
Near the gene, there can be enhancer sequences that increase the rate of transcription when certain 
proteins, transcription factors (TF), bind to them. Silencers, on the other hand, can bind proteins that 
result in protein complex blocking or slowing down the transcription. 
2.2.2 Translation 
An important member of translation is tRNA. Each tRNA carries a particular amino acid. A polypeptide 
chains is created by synthetizing amino acids. Three nucleotides whose bases determines the carried 
amino acid according to the genetic code (Figure 2-4) are contained in tRNA. The group of three nucle-
otides is called codon. Each codon corresponds to one of the 20 amino acids. Single amino acid can be 
encoded by one or more codons. 
 
Figure 2-4. The genetic code. (By NIH [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons) 
tRNA molecules bind to codons on mRNA in direction from the 5’ end to 3’ end. After each 
connection amino acid carried by tRNA molecule is attached to growing end of the polypeptide chain 
(Figure 2-5). The codon AUG is “start” codon and tRNA carrying UAC codon (complementary to AUG) 
is the initiation tRNA. The codons UAA, UAG and UGA are “stop” codons which terminate translation 
and release completed polypeptide from the ribosome. 
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Figure 2-5. Mechanism of translation. (By Boumphreyfr (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 or GFDL], via Wiki-
media Commons) 
2.2.3 Sequence motifs 
Some sequences in various sites or between species are similar to each other and can be described by a 
consensus pattern. These patterns are called sequence motifs and describe patterns of sequences related 
to transcription, regulation or binding sites for proteins. One well known pattern is for example TATA 
box which is a binding site located 10 bases before transcription start site and has consensus sequence 
TATAAT. The patterns are defined by position weight matrices (PWM) (Stormo et al. 1982) that define 
probability or frequencies of nucleotides on each position of motif. For particular sequence, there are 
algorithms which compute alignment score to motif or which search motifs in long nucleotide sequences 
(Weirauch et al. 2013). The motifs can be visualized by sequence logos (Figure 2-6). 
 
Figure 2-6. Sequence logo of bases around the initiation codon. (TransControl at the English language 
Wikipedia [GFDL or CC-BY-SA-3.0], from Wikimedia Commons) 
2.2.4 Regulation of gene expression 
Expression of genes is regulated by several factors. Firstly, the presence of alternative splicing mecha-
nisms or enhancer and silencer sites which works as binding sites for proteins suggests that transcription 
activity is regulated differently in different cell tissues. Secondly, chromosomes are organised in com-
plexes known as chromatin consisting of DNA, RNA, histones and other proteins. Histones’ ability to 
bind to DNA also enables them to regulate gene expression (Rattray & Müller 2012). Chromatin can be 
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affected by chromatin-remodeling complexes, which are multiprotein complexes restructuring chroma-
tin. The gene expression depends also on the chromatin structure (Ralston & Brown 2008). Thirdly, the 
next way of regulation is through an epigenetic process known as DNA methylation, where high meth-
ylation decreases genes transcription ability. Finally, there are also non-coding RNAs, for example Mi-
cro RNA (miRNA), which works in posttranscriptional regulation of the genes (Bartel 2004), or long 
non-coding RNA (ncRNA), which are regulators of mRNA transcription (Goodrich & Kugel 2006). 
With knowledge about regulation mechanisms it is possible to identify regulatory sites in DNA 
that affect gene expression. These sites are called expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) (Rockman 
& Kruglyak 2006).  
2.2.5 Homologous sequences 
During evolution DNA retains its information content while transferred from one generation to another. 
It is also subject to changes which then cause DNA diversity across species and individuals. Many 
methods exist for recognizing origin of species by comparing their sequences and creating phylogenetic 
trees. The genes, or certain sequences in general, are also suspect to evolution between generations. If 
two sequences originate from the same ancestry sequence, they are homologous to each other. 
2.3 DNA variations 
Most of the DNA in all organisms within a species is the same. In the human genome with the length of 
about 3 billion bases, there are around 65 million known sequence variations, most of them being short 
variations (Ensembl 2015). This smaller part, where there are differences among individuals, is im-
portant for genetics as genetic variation is linked to phenotype variation. These differences include short 
nucleotide variations with length up to few nucleotides, structural variations and chromosome abnor-
malities.  
2.3.1 Short nucleotide variations 
Short nucleotide variations are sites of length of one or several nucleotides. The simplest variation is 
change from one base to another. Another type of variations are single-base insertions and deletions 
(“indels”). These variations are commonly termed as Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Greg & 
Muse 2004). Two-nucleotide changes and several-nucleotide indels are by some authors considered as 
SNPs as well. Variations result in alternative forms of sequence called alleles. The group of associated 
alleles is a haplotype.  
SNPs arise by event called mutation. When a mutation spreads within a population, its frequency 
changes, resulting in different population specific allele frequencies for the mutation. 
If a SNP is located in a 5’ or 3’ UTR, in an intron or in an intergenic region, it is a noncoding 
SNP. Noncoding SNPs can influence gene function by affecting transcriptional or translational regula-
tory sequences, splicing or RNA stability. Coding SNPs may be non-synonymous SNP (replacement) or 
synonymous SNP and they change the coding sequences which are processed to mRNA and are part of 
translation. Synonymous SNP results in a change of codon but not in a change of amino acid. Non-
synonymous variations results in a change of amino acid and may have an impact on protein function. 
This thesis focuses mainly on annotation analysis of SNPs. 
2.3.2 Structural variations 
Structural variants (Feuk et al. 2006) are genomic alterations involving large segments of DNA. One 
type of structural variation is a copy-number variation which is a repeated DNA segment occurring 
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numerous times in comparison to the reference genome. Another type is inversion, occurring when a 
segment of DNA is reversed in orientation with respect to the rest of the chromosome. Translocation 
means position change of a segment within a genome while content is preserved. These types of variants 
are visualized in Figure 2-7. 
 
Figure 2-7. Structural variations. 
2.3.3 Chromosome numerical abnormalities 
Diploid organisms have chromosomes organised in pairs. Sometimes one chromosome is missing in a 
pair or there is an extra one. Mostly these disorders in human lead to spontaneous abortions. Trisomy is 
a disorder where an additional copy of chromosome appears. Down syndrome is the case of the trisomy 
on chromosome pair 21. Monosomy is a disorder of missing chromosome in a pair. There are also known 
cases where all chromosome pairs have one or two extra chromosomes. The sex chromosome pair is 
also susceptible to gain or loss of an X or Y chromosome. 
2.3.4 Linkage disequilibrium 
There is an observable correlation between alleles of a specific variations in a population, caused the 
common ancestry of the individual members. Because of recombination events during meiosis these 
variations are likely to be located near to each other. This correlation is called linkage disequilibrium 
(LD) (Greg & Muse 2004). In mammals, LD is observed for several tens or hundreds of kilobases in 
either direction from a variation. If frequencies of two alleles of distinct variations are 𝑝1 and 𝑞1, then 
frequency of their common incidence is 𝑝1𝑞1. To determine measure of LD, LD coefficient D can be 
used, as shown in Table 2-1 with two variations and their possible alleles 𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝐵1, 𝐵2. 
 𝑩𝟏 𝑩𝟐 TOTAL 
𝑨𝟏 𝑝11 = 𝑝1𝑞1 + 𝐷 𝑝12 = 𝑝1𝑞2 − 𝐷 𝑝1 
𝑨𝟐 𝑝21 = 𝑝2𝑞1 − 𝐷 𝑝22 = 𝑝2𝑞2 + 𝐷 𝑝2 
TOTAL 𝑞1 𝑞2 1 
Table 2-1. Haplotype frequencies with LD coefficient 
For better interpretation coefficient 𝐷 is divided by maximum possible value of 𝐷, which can be 
calculated by given allele frequencies: 
 𝐷′ = 
𝐷
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥
. (2.1) 
The result 𝐷′ from equation 2.1 is in interval [−1.0, 1.0]. Another option is to use squared corre-
lation coefficient: 
 𝑟2 =
𝐷2
𝑝1𝑝2𝑞1𝑞2
. (2.2) 
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The result 𝑟2 from equation 2.2 is in interval [0.0, 1.0]. The values of 𝐷′ and 𝑟2 near 0.0 means 
independence of variations to each other while value near 1.0 (or also −1.0 in case of 𝐷′) means they 
are in a strong LD. The nearer to zero the value is the weaker LD is between variations. These values 
measures the strength of LD. Figure 2-8 shows common way of visualizing variation LD where colour 
of each square represents LD distance between two particular SNPs. 
 
Figure 2-8. LD plot showing LD level of SNPs from each other using 𝒓𝟐 coefficient. Adapted from (By 
Weihua Shou,Dazhi Wang, Kaiyue Zhang, Beilan Wang, Zhimin Wang, Jinxiu Shi, Wei Huang [CC BY 
3.0], via Wikimedia Commons). 
2.4 Bioinformatics 
In 1977 the first DNA sequencing techniques, now known as the Sanger method, were developed 
(Sanger et al. 1977). Since then we have been able to obtain DNA sequences. To analyse DNA sequences 
and to discover knowledge from them, computational methods are increasingly required (Orengo et al. 
2003). Bioinformatics is a field which aims to develop and utilize efficient tools and methods to process 
vast amounts of biological data. It is an interdisciplinary field combining information technology and 
data analysis with biology and medicine. Statistics and mathematics are also extensively utilized in bi-
oinformatics. Biological knowledge is gained by data analysis using statistical methods, software devel-
opment of methods and tools, and data management for storing the biological data to be accessible for 
viewing, processing and analysis. Computational methods like alignment of sequences, clustering and 
machine learning methods are also common in solving bioinformatics challenges, and often they are 
NP-hard problems requiring heuristics approaches. Technological advancement in genetics and infor-
mation technology are rapid, making bioinformatics a quickly developing dynamic field. 
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3 Genetics research 
We know how the information from DNA molecules is expressed by translating them into proteins. 
Genomics describe this process on molecular level in detail, though not all observable effects are ex-
plained and therefore roles of many genetics factors have not been revealed yet. To advance understand-
ing of genetics, several genome projects have been initiated and many of them continue at present. Some 
of these projects have international scope, such as GENCODE (Harrow et al. 2012) and RefSeq (Pruitt 
et al. 2012) which aim to annotate all genes, their transcripts and proteins. They both use computational 
and manual methods to create annotations. Another project is ENCODE (The ENCODE Project 
Consortium 2004) which aims to identify all functional genomic elements, including regulatory se-
quences and all genomic locations that affect gene expression. HapMap (The International HapMap 
Consortium 2003) and 1000 Genomes (Abecasis et al. 2012) projects are focused on describing genetic 
variations in human genomes. These projects form the basis for studies of genetic impact on human 
diseases. Besides widening our understanding of nature, genetics research is important for discovering 
new knowledge about diseases and their treatment. Large databases and computational methods are the 
necessary part of analysing effects and interactions of genes, variations or other functional elements, 
especially on the genome-wide level. 
3.1 Genome Browsers 
Genome browsers have been created to provide access to data from genome projects. Two best known 
genome browsers are Ensembl (Cunningham et al. 2014) and UCSC Genome Browser (Kent et al. 2002). 
Both of them provide access to periodically updated databases of genome elements of various species. 
For human they currently use genome assembly of version GRCh38 containing 20,364 coding genes, 
196,345 gene transcripts and 65,897,584 short variants. Visualization of genome data is based on cus-
tomizable tracks. Every track contains a specific type of information, for instance genes, transcripts, 
variations, regulatory elements, conserved segments or actual nucleotide sequence. They are visualized 
in relation to their location on the genome (Figure 3-1). Hundreds of tracks are available to visualization. 
Tracks with custom data are supported as well.  Each genome element has its own web page containing 
information about it and links to other related elements. Exporting selected data in common formats is 
available. Ensembl provides the BioMart interface (Kinsella et al. 2011) with filter and attribute options 
for accessing genes, variants and regulatory annotations of several species. The UCSC Genome Browser 
provides a comprehensive Table Browser (Karolchik et al. 2004) for obtaining genome data in common 
file formats or exporting data to another supported web tool and potentially applying filter, intersection 
or correlation operations on Table browser queries.  
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Figure 3-1. Screenshot from Ensembl browser showing various tracks in the region of BRCA2 gene. 
3.2 Annotation methods 
Genetics research and experiments provide enormous amount of new information. This requires defini-
tion of rules for annotating genomic elements and their relations to biological processes, functions and 
other elements. Every identified gene, transcript, protein or variant is assigned a unique identifier. There 
are more common conventions or ways to create identifiers for each type of element. For genomic ele-
ments of human and other species Ensembl creates an identifier by using a prefix defining the type of 
element and species, and then its unique numeric id. For instance, the human gene with identifier 
ENSG00000139618 is processed to transcript ENST00000380152 which is then translated to pro-
tein ENSP00000369497.3. This gene is also assigned to unique symbol BRCA2 by the HUGO Gene 
Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) (Gray et al. 2015). HGNC symbols are usually abbreviations of de-
scription of their function or effect on phenotype. For example, the BRCA2 gene is associated with breast 
cancer. For the genetic variations the most common source of identification is dbSNP (Kitts et al. 2014) 
which uses identifiers like rs1815739. Variations can be also identified by an identifier that includes 
the absolute genomic position of the element and allele change (13:g.32316513G>A – nucleotide 
on position 32,316,513 on the chromosome 13, with alleles G and A) or including the relative position 
within a region of a genomic element (ENST00000380152.6:c.4563A>G – nucleotide on position 
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4,563 from the beginning of the coding sequence of transcript ENST00000380152 of version 6, with 
alleles A and G).  
Many annotations of genes and other genomic elements are based on genome sequence analysis 
involving computational methods. Gene annotations are briefly described in the following subchapter. 
Currently intensive efforts are performed to find associations of short variations to phenotype. Many 
software tools were developed to perform analysis of short variations and imputing their annotations. 
We will also focus on them in the following subchapters, which are based on a review of these tools and 
methods provided by Graham RS Flicek and Paul Flicek (Ritchie & Flicek 2014). 
3.2.1 Gene annotations 
Annotations can be organized into an ontology. One of the best known ontologies for gene annotations 
is the Gene ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al. 2000) which consists of its three parts: cellular component, 
molecular function and biological process. An advantage of GO is that biological terms are ordered in 
an easily extensible ontology tree which defines a hierarchy and relationships between individual terms 
(Figure 3-2). An Example of GO term is GO:0000910 which stands for the biological process of cy-
tokinesis. 
 
Figure 3-2. A part of the GO hierarchy. 
Another well-known annotation source is Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) 
(Amberger et al. 2015). OMIM contains curated descriptions of human genes and phenotypes identified 
by unique six digit identifier, and their associations.  
Several databases of biological pathways have also been built, for example Reactome (Croft et al. 
2014), BioCarta (BioCarta LLC n.d.) and KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2012). The hiPathDB (Yu et al. 2012) 
database integrates data from these databases and provides visualization of pathways by its layout algo-
rithm. 
3.2.2 Variation position in gene 
When detecting a variant that could have an effect on a phenotype, the variant can be linked to nearby 
genes to study its effect on the genes. For this purpose, the variation needs to be annotated with infor-
mation about the nearest gene or, more generally, its position to nearest one or two genes on both sides. 
Therefore high-performance methods based on region intersection, union or other similar set operations, 
are used for example in tools Bedtools (Quinlan & Hall 2010) and Bedops (Neph et al. 2012). 
More specific classification of variations is based on their position inside a gene, and in case of 
the variation being located in coding region of a gene, also the allele change. In other words, on conse-
quence of a variation to a gene. Consequence terms are standardized within the Sequence ontology (SO) 
project (Eilbeck et al. 2005) (Table 3-1).  
SO term SO description 
splice_acceptor_variant Variant at the 3’ end of an intron. 
splice_donor_variant Variant at the 5’ end of an intron. 
stop_gained Variant causing change of codon to stop codon. The 
transcript is shortened. 
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SO term SO description 
frameshift_variant Variant causing the length of sequence to translate not 
divisible by three. The following codon triples are re-
arranged. 
stop_lost Variant causing change of stop codon. The transcript 
is elongated.   
initiator_codon_variant Variant causing change of initiating codon.  
missense_variant Variant causing change of amino acid (non-synony-
mous variation). 
synonymous_variant Change of nucleotide not causing change of amino 
acid. 
5_prime_UTR_variant Variant at the 5’ end UTR. 
3_prime_UTR_variant Variant at the 3’ end UTR. 
intron_variant Variant in the intron region. 
upstream_gene_variant Variant located near to the 5’ end of a gene. 
downstream_gene_variant Variant located near to the 3’ end of a gene. 
TF_binding_site_variant Variant located in the region of TF binding site. 
intergenic_variant Variant located in the intergenic region. 
Table 3-1. Part of the variations consequences. 
Consequences are basic prediction of variation’s effect on the functionality of a gene. Tools de-
termining consequence include Variant Effect Predictor (McLaren et al. 2010) or ANNOVAR (Wang et 
al. 2010). 
3.2.3 Impact of non-synonymous variations 
Major candidates for variants that change gene function are variants that are located in the translated 
section of a gene, and which in addition change the resulting amino acid sequence. Many methods have 
been developed for predicting the impact of this type of change.  
SIFT (Kumar et al. 2009) is a predictor based on the level of conservation of the amino acid 
sequence. At first, it finds all homologous sequences to the given sequence and applies the multiple-
sequence alignment on them. Then, for all positions of these sequences the conservation value is com-
puted. If all 20 possible amino acids are located in the column of the alignment the conservation value 
is zero. If there is only one amino acid the value is log2 20 (= 4.32). For getting the most confident 
results only such a subset of found homologous sequences is chosen for prediction which has a median 
conservation value of ~3.0 . Afterwards, the probabilities of all amino acids are computed according to 
their occurrence in their position in the obtained subset of sequences. The probabilities are normalized 
by the amino acid with highest probability. The substitution is predicted as the impact to protein function 
if the substituted amino acid probability is under the certain threshold. The tool FATHMM (Shihab et 
al. 2013) enhances the accuracy of this method by using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) of the sur-
rounding sequence. Moreover,an HMM can model amino acid insertions and deletions so it is possible 
to predict their impact as well. 
The next approach to determine damaging impacts is adopting the machine learning methods. 
Already known variants with certain features are used as training set. The classifier is trained on them 
and then it predicts the impact of novel variants. A tool using this approach is Polyphen (Adzhubei et 
al. 2010). When creating the Polyphen classifier 32 features were initially considered but after a valida-
tion process their number was reduced to 11. Three of them are structure features while remaining of 
them are sequence features. The conservation level is also examined in a similar manner as in SIFT. 
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Classification is based on a Naïve Bayes approach as authors favoured it for its simplicity and few 
parameters. The training set of variants was collected from the UniProt project (Apweiler et al. 2004). 
Another tool SNAP (Bromberg & Rost 2007) uses neural networks as classifiers, a third tool PhD-SNP 
(Capriotti et al. 2006) uses support vector machines.  
3.2.4 Impact of non-coding variations 
It seems that the non-synonymous variations are the only functional variations as they change the re-
sulting polypeptide sequence which likely affects phenotype. However, many variations identified by 
genome-wide association studies, which we will discuss below in the text, are located in UTR, intron 
regions or intergenic regions (Hindorff et al. n.d.). Many functional variations were also identified in 
locations of functional non-coding RNA genes, TF binding sites or other regulatory elements. For this 
reason, several software tools are aimed on imputing functional consequences of non-coding variations.  
The tool Haploreg (Ward & Kellis 2012) detects intersections of variations with regions of certain chro-
matin states, conservation as well as regulatory motifs. For regulatory motifs the change of PWM score 
is computed.  
RegulomeDB (Boyle et al. 2012) produces heuristic assessment for variations and predicts with 
certain confidence if they lie in a functional location. The assessment is done by assigning the score 
defining confidence of prediction. The variations located in a known eQTL for genes with combination 
of evidences that they intersect with the region of TF binding, TF regulatory or other motif or region of 
increased DNAse activity have the highest score. The less score has variations without known eQTL 
but intersecting with mentioned regions. The more evidences are assigned to the variations the higher 
the score is. 
A machine learning method is used in GWAWA (Ritchie et al. 2014) by accommodating a random 
forest algorithm to build the classifier. Common variants already known to be contributing to diseases 
from the Human Gene Mutation database (HGMD) (Stenson et al. 2014) were used among with three 
control variation sets so they created three classifiers. The first set was created by random selection of 
variations across the genome. As many variations from HGMD lie near to transcription start site, the 
second control set was created from variations near to it as well. The final control set was generated 
from variations from 1000 Genomes project surrounding all variations from HGMD.  
3.3 Genetic diseases 
Under the assumption that every disease has at least partly genetic cause, it is a substantial part of ge-
netics research to identify genetic sites impacting phenotype traits. Several diseases were observed to 
be heritable within families and having high proportion of genetic origin. One of such diseases is cystic 
fibrosis which is caused by several mutations in CFTR gene (Bush & Moore 2012). The human is af-
fected by disease when both gene sequence pairs contain those mutations which follows an autosomal 
recessive inheritance pattern. If the mutations occur only on a single chromosome of the pair then the 
individual is only a carrier of the cystic fibrosis and is not affected. It means that one or more individuals 
from his offspring may get or may not get affected by the cystic fibrosis. If, for example, both parents 
are carriers then it is 25% chance that their child will suffer by cystic fibrosis, 50% chance that it will 
be carrier and 25% that its both gene sequences will have harmless alleles. Another genetic disease is 
Huntington’s disease following an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern which means that it is suf-
ficient to have only one harmful allele on a single chromosome of the chromosome pair to be affected. 
If the disease allele spreads across the next generations at least one individual in each generation is 
affected by disease. 
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Observation of spreading of genetic diseases through the pedigree suggested a large proportion 
of genetic cause so there were efforts to determine the causal genome site. Therefore pedigree studies 
were performed to identify them. The pedigree studies examines genotypes of families, in which the 
disease is common, and with knowledge of inheritance pattern of disease they look for the causal vari-
ations. These studies successfully identified causal mutations in the CTFR gene for cystic fibrosis. 
3.4 Genome-wide association studies 
For heart diseases or cancer, pedigree studies described above are not successful in identifying genetic 
causal sites. That suggests that these common diseases are not purely genetic and they might have mul-
tiple causal loci in the genome. 
For studying common traits and diseases Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) (Bush & 
Moore 2012) were established. While traditional genetic studies were focused on a single locus, such as 
a gene, considering small sample of genotypes, the goal of the GWAS is to find linkage between many 
genetic variants and phenotype on the genome-wide level and considering hundreds of thousands or 
millions genotypes. This linkage is easier to find when the proportion of genetic cause to disease is high. 
When the proportion of environmental factors is high it is more difficult to find genetic linkage with 
satisfying confidence. The motivation for establishing GWAS was the assumption that genetic factors 
of common diseases consist of effects of variations which are common as well. This is described by 
common disease-common variant hypothesis (CDCV) (Reich & Lander 2001). 
3.4.1 Common disease-common variant hypothesis 
The common diseases show heritability in pedigrees as well what indicates that their causes have some 
genetic component. The common disease-common variant hypothesis supposes that the genetic factor 
is caused by the common variants which have higher minor allele frequency than rare variants causing 
rare traits or diseases like cystic fibrosis. However, the common phenotype does not occur as frequently 
as common variants which can reach for example 40%. This indicates that if common variants cause the 
common diseases then their effect size (penetrance) is small and their correlation with disease phenotype 
is rather slight. The fact that even common diseases can be observable in unusual frequencies in certain 
families in comparison to population implies that there must be more variants or sites in genome influ-
encing the disease risk by a certain smaller amount. Therefore the pedigree studies orienting on genetic 
diseases are not suitable for studying the common diseases but much larger sample of individuals are 
needed. The common disease studies must be done on the population level. The problem of population 
studies is in their extensiveness what requires vast amounts of resources (millions of euros, time required 
for collecting the genotypes and descriptions of the phenotypes of huge number of individuals). This 
requires that their design has to be effective and precise. The HapMap and 1000 Genomes projects were 
created for building databases of variations, their frequencies and linkage disequilibrium information in 
selected populations to support finding the associations between variations and diseases.  
The common and rare variants should not be considered as two distinct groups. We can recognize 
variants with various frequency and effect size somewhere between typical values of rare and complex 
disease variants as it is seen in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3. Spectrum of variants with disease effects. (By Bush WS and Moore JH [CC BY 2.5], via Wiki-
media Commons) 
The highest effect size have rare variants causing for example Cystic Fibrosis. The area near to 
upper left corner is typical for rare disease variants. In the upper right corner are common variants with 
large effects which are not so typical. However, the disease allele of Alzheimer is quite near to this 
corner so it can be recognized in either pedigree or population study. The lower right quarter is area of 
variants which are possible to identify only in population-level studies. The most complicated case is 
represented by variants near the lower left corner because their studies require huge sample to be able 
provide statistically significant results. 
In performed studies, the CDCV hypothesis was not completely confirmed. If the hypothesis were 
true, the studies would explain all genetic components influencing the trait. In reality, the genetic factors 
are not fully revealed (Manolio et al. 2009). For example, 40 sites were identified for the complex trait 
of human height by large GWAS, but they comprise only about 5% of phenotypic variance when the 
genetic factors are estimated on about 80%. Other alternative models to CDCV hypothesis are discussed 
(Gibson 2011). The infinitesimal model is similar to the CDCV hypothesis in the principle of multiple 
common sites influencing the trait. However, the infinitesimal model supposes that there are larger num-
ber of influential sites with small effects and theoretically that each site (or each gene) contributes to 
trait by some amount which is often difficult or impossible to measure because of significance thresh-
olds. The rare allele model accepts common influencing sites from the CDCV hypothesis or environ-
mental factors but as the main trait contributors considers the large number of rare alleles of large and 
multiplicative effect. Accordingly the sufficient number of rare alleles comprise a major contribution to 
the disease state. The broad sense heritability model considers the previous models as insufficient. It 
supposes the existence of other genetic features like interactions of genotypes between each other or 
interaction of genotypes with the environment so various combinations of genotypes with environment 
have various contributions to the trait. It also suppose the inheritance of DNA methylation patterns 
which have regulative impact on genes expression. 
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The population GWAS were inspired by the CDCV hypothesis and introduced a belief that they 
will lead to the revolution of human medicine (Visscher et al. 2012). Though they produced findings in 
several diseases it is needed to expend more effort to explain and understand the mechanisms of genetic 
contributions to complex traits. Methods in GWAS are still being developed to bring more results. 
3.4.2 Genome-wide association study workflow 
To perform a population GWAS, several steps are needed to carry out (Bush & Moore 2012). The first 
one is clearly definition of phenotype to study. It is needed to create exact rules of assignment of a high 
number of individuals (for example 10,000) to categories which are accepted in all centres collecting 
phenotype information not to introduce bias to the study. Electronic medical records can be a source of 
information as well and used by adopting natural language processing methods but which are needed to 
be validated and refined to avoid bias. The essential decision is the choice whether to use quantitative 
or case-control design. Quantitative design requires the ability to define the phenotype quantitatively. 
Results of GWAS with this design are more powerful and interpretable, nevertheless it is not necessary 
to achieve valuable results. The case-control design divides the individuals into cases, for example with 
disease status, specific trait or status of responding to drug, and non-cases.  
The second step is collecting the genotypes from the individuals in the sample. Technologies for 
extracting variant alleles are available, for example, Affymetrix or Illumina SNP microarray series can 
sequence mostly from one hundred thousand to one million of variations per genome. They cover only 
a subset of variations but all causal variations may be detected via linkage disequilibrium with correlat-
ing variation in the subset. Nowadays next-generation sequencing outperforms current common tech-
nologies as they are able to sequence entire genomes but for purpose of GWAS they are still quite 
expensive. 
When having the list of observed variations then association tests for variations are performed. 
The type of association tests depends on the selected study design. Generalized linear models approaches 
are appropriate for quantitative design, for example Analysis of Covariance related to linear regression. 
The table contingency tests and logistic regression are appropriate for dichotomous design. Table con-
tingency tests include the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test. Logistic regression is extended from 
linear regression. Regression methods can be adjusted for factors and clinical covariates. The results of 
association tests are adjusted for multiple tests or genome-wide significance level is pre-determined 
because some of the very large number of association tests, for example one million, will produce false-
positives. These methods will be covered in more detail in Chapter 4 where enrichment analysis methods 
for annotations except logistic regression, which is covered in the next subchapter, are described. Results 
of association tests are often visualized by Manhattan plots (Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4. Example of Manhattan plot depicting variations p-values of association tests and showing 
genome-wide signifiance levels. Each filled circle represents p-value for a variation which location on 
genome is determined by position in the direction of the chromosome axis. (By M. Kamran Ikram et al 
[CC BY 2.5], via Wikimedia Commons) 
The association can be allelic when association of one allele of SNP to phenotype is analysed or 
genotypic when association of genotype to phenotype under certain model is analysed. As an example, 
these models considering diallelic locus include dominant, recessive, additive or multiplicative model. 
In each of these models allele a is a non-risk allele while A is a risk allele. Dominant model supposes 
that if only one of the alleles from couple is risk allele then genotype is also considered as risk genotype. 
Recessive model supposes as a risk allele only AA while Aa is an unaffected carrier genotype. The 
dominant and recessive models were described in more detail in Chapter 3.3. Additive model supposes 
risk from the number of alleles so their effects in aa, Aa and AA may be encoded as 0, 1 and 2. Finally 
multiplicative model captures multiplicative effects so instead of allele encodings 0, 1 and 2 the allele 
effects may be for example 0, 3 and 9. 
The methods above are mainly based on the CDCV hypothesis or infinitesimal model. However, 
for capturing the Broad sense heritability model these kinds of methods are not sufficient because they 
analyse only single variations one after another. However analysing combinations of alleles for a large 
number of variations would be too computationally expensive. From one million variations can be cre-
ated 5 . 1011 pair combinations and with 100,000 genotypes it would be needed to perform 5 . 1016 
association tests. For triples it is needed to perform another 3 . 1022 tests. Therefore it is more suitable 
to perform single tests at first and then analyse for multiple variation effects in smaller set of variations. 
Also heuristics methods may decrease the number of combinations to test. The next option of analysing 
multiple variation effects is to include information about biochemical pathways or protein families. 
Bayesian or related methods also bring efficient methods to simultaneous analyse of variations (Wray 
et al. 2013). 
Now the study has identified suspicious sites related to trait. The results should be confirmed with 
a replication study on another (and if possible larger) samples of individuals but with the smaller set of 
SNPs which were computed in the study as the most significant. When a phenotype trait is studied by 
several GWAS the meta-analysis can be performed to unify the results of them. This requires to pass 
several challenges such as the difference between sets of the genotyped variations or other heterogeneity 
between GWAS. 
3.4.3 Regression methods 
Regression methods (Neale et al. 2012) determines if independent variables are correlated with a de-
pendent variable of interest. The simple linear regression is defined by equation 3.1: 
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 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥. (3.1) 
To calculate 𝑎 and 𝑏 from a sample of data the ordinary least squares method is used (equations 
3.2 and 3.3): 
 𝑏 =
∑(𝑥 − 𝑥)(𝑦 −𝑦)
∑(𝑥 − 𝑥)2
, (3.2) 
 𝑎 = 𝑦 − 𝑏𝑥. (3.3) 
The simple regression can be extended to multiple regression (equation 3.4) to determine the 
correlation of multiple variables with a dependent variable: 
 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 + ⋯+ 𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛. (3.4) 
By adding covariates affecting the dependent variable as confounding factors the bias can be re-
duced. In practice, environmental or other factors can be added such as smoking, age or sex. The multi-
ple regression can also capture more genotype models at one time when each genotype model corre-
sponds to separate independent variable.  
A special case of multiple regression is Analysis of Covariance when one of the independent 
variables represents a nominal parameter like if the drug was applied to an individual. In the case there 
is more than one of these nominal variables (for example sex), the regression is Multifactor Analysis of 
Covariance. When the dependent variable is nominal, what for dichotomous traits is typical, the term 
Logistic regression is applied for this regression. In that case the coefficients are usually converted to 
coefficients representing odds ratios (equation 3.5): 
 𝑦 = 𝑒𝑎𝑒𝑏1𝑥1𝑒𝑏2𝑥2 ⋯𝑒𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛 . (3.5) 
After this conversion we can interpret each value of 𝑒𝑏𝑖 as increase of factor, by which the prob-
ability of that 𝑦 equals to 1. As an example for GWAS, the dependent variable 𝑦 represents disease case 
or non-case, 𝑥1 can be a variable for SNP with alleles T and G, while TT can be encoded as value of 0, 
GT as value of 1 and GG as value of 2. Variable 𝑥2 can represent smoking, whether individual smokes 
or not which is encoded in values 1 or 0. Having a list of values for each individual in the format <allele, 
smoking> the application of the logistic regression can return odds ratio of 𝑥1variable as value of 2.241 
and 𝑥2 of 1.485. This means that the SNP is an influencing factor for disease. Smoking influences dise-
ase as well but not so significantly because it is nearer to value of 1.0. 
3.4.4 Results from genome-wide association studies 
For common diseases, the number of variations have been found to be in association with disease state. 
GWAS can detect multiple loci with small effects. For example, about 95 sites were identified in meta-
analysis for high-density and low-density lipoprotein levels related to cardiovascular diseases in 
>100,000 individuals of European ancestry, 10 genes were revealed to be related with multiple sclerosis 
(Bush & Moore 2012) and 71 sites with Crohn’s disease in meta-analysis in about 6,000 cases and 
15,000 controls of European population (Franke et al. 2010). Other sites were revealed in auto-immune 
and metabolic diseases (Visscher et al. 2012) and also 79 sites in recent breast cancer meta-analysis 
(Michailidou et al. 2015) from around 47,000 cases and 42,892 controls from European population as 
well. Thousands of GWAS have been already performed. The catalogue of published GWAS publica-
tions contains 15,396 SNPs (Hindorff et al. n.d.). However, only a fraction of them were biologically 
confirmed as functional. But many of them have helped to discover new biological mechanisms related 
to diseases. If GWAS have not yet fulfilled the initial expectations they at least contributed to knowledge 
in genetics or biologics fields (Visscher et al. 2012). 
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4 Enrichment analysis 
Enrichment analysis looks for enrichment of annotation terms associated with a set of genes or variations 
in comparison to a background set and computes the statistical significance of enrichment (Huang et al. 
2009a). Enrichment means that some annotation terms are overrepresented or underrepresented in a 
provided set of genes or variations which comes for example from GWAS or from gene expression 
analysis. Several methods dependent on computational power exist for determining the level of enrich-
ment and its statistical significance. They can be classified into several classes: contingency table meth-
ods, permutation methods, methods using continuous values and regression methods. Regression meth-
ods are not common in annotation enrichment analysis because they have higher computational com-
plexity in comparison to previous methods. 
4.1  Contingency table methods 
Contingency tables contain information about the number of observed items or features within category 
groups of entities. It is possible to use them to record the number of genes or variants with and without 
annotation in distinct sets of genes or variants. In case of association tests in GWAS it is possible to use 
them to record a number of alleles in groups of individuals. The following text is aimed on annotation 
enrichment analysis and in the following Table 4-1. Example of contingency table with number of an-
notations of term "Sift: deleterious" is the example of observation of annotation counts in variations set. 
 Sample variants set Remaining variants 
from background set 
Sum 
Annotated by 
“Sift: deleterious” 
12 1,197 1,209 
Not annotated by 
“Sift: deleterious” 
988 907,101 908,089 
Sum 1,000 908,298 909,298 
Table 4-1. Example of contingency table with number of annotations of term "Sift: deleterious" 
Sample of variations has size of 1,000. These variations are part of the background set of total 
size 909,298. There are 12 variations annotated by Sift: deleterious term in the sample and it is known 
that in the background set is 1,209 annotated variations what means that there are remaining 1,197 an-
notated variations in the remaining variations of the background set. The task is to get information about 
statistical significance of overrepresentation or underrepresentation of term “Sift: deleterious” in sample 
variants set.  
4.1.1 Hypergeometric test 
The one of the most common method for computing significance of over or underrepresentation is hy-
pergeometric test which uses hypergeometric distribution (Rice 2007). From this distribution it is pos-
sible to compute the probability of 12 annotations of “Sift deleterious” in the sample variants set accord-
ing to the following equation 4.1: 
 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) =  
(𝑟𝑘)(
𝑛−𝑟
𝑚−𝑘)
(𝑛𝑚)
. (4.1) 
Let 𝑘 be the sample annotated variants count, 𝑟 be the total count of annotated variants to, 𝑛 be 
the total count of variants and 𝑚 be the total count of sample variants. Then that probability 
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equals 1.535486 ∙ 10−8. For obtaining the probability of observing 12 or more annotations in sample 
variants we need to compute 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 12), which equals to 1.70514 ∙ 10−8. This value means the proba-
bility of observing an extreme of 12 or more hits. If we set up a null hypothesis that selection is random, 
that value is a p-value providing information if the null hypothesis is likely true or false. As this p-value 
is very low it is very little chance that so many annotations would be associated with sample variants if 
these variants were chosen randomly so it is possible to reject the null hypothesis. Therefore term “Sift: 
deleterious” is statistically significantly overrepresented. Computation of 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑘) would lead to a 
value very near to 1 so the term underrepresentation is not statistically significant or in this case it is 
better to say that there is no underrepresentation of the term. 
The problem of hypergeometric distribution is that it is not computationally simple to compute 
probabilities of term occurrences in variants when using high numbers of variations in Table 4-1. More-
over numeric overflows may occur when using naïve algorithms. Therefore several methods were de-
veloped for efficient computation. The methods should be able to perform thousands or even more com-
putations of hypergeometric test in reasonable time. 
Aleš Berkopec has developed the HyperQuick algorithm (Berkopec 2007) with complexity 
𝑂(𝑛 − 𝑚) with assumption of unlimited size of processor registers. In case of the computation of un-
derrepresentation the algorithm is based on the derived equation 4.2: 
 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑘) = 1 −
1
𝑗𝑟0−1
∙
1
𝑗𝑟0−2
⋯
1
𝑗𝑟
∙
1
𝑗𝑟−1
∙ 𝑠
1 +
1
𝑗𝑟0−1
∙ (1 +
1
𝑗𝑟0−2
∙ (1 + ⋯
1
𝑗𝑟
(1 +
1
𝑗𝑟−1
∙ 𝑠))) 
, (4.2) 
while it is set in equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5: 
 𝑟0 = 𝑛 − 𝑚 + 𝑘, (4.3) 
 𝑠 = 1 +
1
𝑗𝑟−2
∙ (1 +
1
𝑗𝑟−3
⋯ 
1
𝑗𝑘+1
(1 +
1
𝑗𝑘
)), (4.4) 
 𝑗𝑝 =
1 −
𝑚 − 1 − 𝑘
𝑛 − 1 − 𝑝
1 −
𝑘
𝑝 + 1
. (4.5) 
The first step of algorithm consists of computation of 𝑠, which is done by a loop of  𝑟 − 1 − 𝑘 
iterations. Then the cumulative probability is computed in another loop of 𝑛 − 𝑚 + 𝑘 − 𝑟 + 1 iterations 
or possibly lower if the accuracy of the result is set. When the accuracy is not applied this algorithm 
computes the exact cumulative probability. 
Methods for computation of cumulative probability of hypergeometric distribution are part of the librar-
ies in several programming languages, for example in Python in the package Scipy (The Scipy 
community 2015) or in R (R Documentation n.d.). In R, cumulative probability of hypergeometric dis-
tribution is computed by function phyper. 
Many existing tools for enrichment analysis of genes use the hypergeometric test. As an example, 
DAVID (Huang et al. 2009b) is a web tool providing enrichment of annotation terms of various sources 
in gene sets. The GREAT (McLean et al. 2010) adopts hypergeometric tests for determining enrichment 
in genes associated with given genomic regions via genes’ regulation domains. 
4.1.2 Fisher’s exact test 
For testing the validity of null hypothesis the Fisher’s exact test is widely used (Rice 2007). It also uses 
the hypergeometric distribution to determine the probability of finding certain number of “Sift: delete-
rious” annotations in sample variants set in the case of 2x2 table of Table 4-1. There are two kinds of 
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Fisher’s tests: one-tail and two-tail (Preacher & Briggs 2001). One-tail Fisher’s test is equivalent to the 
test based on hypergeometric distribution. Two-tail Fisher’s test cumulates also probabilities of possible 
extreme observations in the direction of another side with lower probabilities than of the experiment 
observation. For the purpose of defining either overrepresentation or underrepresentation significance 
the one-tail test is used. 
4.1.3 Binomial test 
While hypergeometric distribution model supposes changing of probability of hit after each test of ex-
periment in binomial distribution (Rice 2007) the probability is still the same. The probability of 𝑘 
successes in a binomial experiment is calculated by equation 4.6: 
 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘) = (
𝑛
𝑘
)𝑝𝑘(1 − 𝑝)𝑛−𝑘 , (4.6) 
where 𝑛 is number of trials and 𝑝 probability of success. As the variants sample count is often much 
lower than count of remaining background set the probability of hit after each successful test changes 
only a little. Testing the overrepresentation or underrepresentation by binomial distribution leads to ap-
proximate but mostly sufficient accuracy. Taking the example of Table 4-1 and as 𝑛 using the number 
of variants in sample, 𝑘 as the number of the annotated sample variants and 𝑝 as proportion of annotated 
variants from all the variants would give the value of 1.78068 ∙ 10−8 which is similar to the value from 
hypergeometric test.  
The cumulative probability of binomial probability could be computed by the incomplete beta 
function (Press 1992) which is more convenient for evaluation of large parameters than evaluating of 
binomial coefficients. The incomplete beta function is defined by equations 4.7 and 4.8: 
 𝐼𝑥(𝑎, 𝑏) =
1
𝐵(𝑎, 𝑏)
∫ 𝑡𝛼−1(1 − 𝑡)𝑏−1𝑑𝑡
𝑥
0
,       (𝑎, 𝑏 > 0), (4.7) 
 𝐵(𝑎, 𝑏) = ∫ 𝑡𝑥−1(1 − 𝑡)𝑦−1𝑑𝑡,
1
0
 (4.8) 
and the relationship between the binomial cumulative function and the incomplete beta function is de-
fined in equations 4.9 and 4.10 (Press 1992): 
 𝑃(𝑋 ≤ 𝑘) = 1 − 𝐼𝑝(𝑘 + 1, 𝑛 − 𝑘), (4.9) 
 𝑃(𝑋 ≥ 𝑘) = 𝐼𝑝(𝑘, 𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1). (4.10) 
For numerical evaluation the incomplete beta function can be expressed by equation 4.11 (Press 
1992): 
 𝐼𝑥(𝑎, 𝑏) =
𝑥𝑎(1 − 𝑥)𝑏
𝑎𝐵(𝑎, 𝑏)
∙
[
 
 
 
 
 
1
1 +
𝑑1
1 +
𝑑2
1 + ⋯]
 
 
 
 
 
, (4.11) 
where for odd 𝑑 coefficients the equation 4.12 is: 
 𝑑2𝑚+1 = −
(𝑎 + 𝑚)(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑚)𝑥
(𝑎 + 2𝑚)(𝑎 + 2𝑚 + 1)
, (4.12) 
and for even 𝑑 coefficients the equation 4.13 is: 
 𝑑2𝑚 =
𝑚(𝑏 − 𝑚)𝑥
(𝑎 + 2𝑚 − 1)(𝑎 + 2𝑚)
. (4.13) 
The continued fraction of equation 4.11 converges at latest after 𝑂(√max(𝑎, 𝑏)) evaluated coef-
ficients for 𝑥 < (𝑎 + 1)/(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 2). For 𝑥 > (𝑎 + 1)/(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 2) it is possible to use symmetry of 
incomplete beta function to achieve convergence (equation 4.14) (Press 1992): 
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 𝐼𝑥(𝑎, 𝑏) = 1 − 𝐼1−𝑥(𝑏, 𝑎). (4.14) 
The continued fraction can be computed by Lentz’s method (Press 1992). 
One of the most known tool using the binomial test is GREAT (McLean et al. 2010) which adopts 
it for determining enrichment in genes associated with given genomic regions via genes’ distal regula-
tion domains. The proportion of all distal regulatory domains of annotated genes to whole genome is 
considered as the probability of a binomial hit while 𝑛 would denote the number of all genomic regions 
and 𝑘 the number of genomic regions within regulatory domain of any gene.  
In R (R Documentation n.d.), the function pbinom may be used for binomial test. 
4.1.4 Pearson’s chi-square test 
The Chi-square distribution (Rice 2007) is a continuous distribution and can be used to test overrepre-
sentation of categorical variables as well. Its probability density function is defined by equation 4.15: 
 𝑃𝑟(𝑥, 𝑛) =
1
2𝑛 2⁄ (𝑛 2 − 1)!⁄
𝑥(𝑛 2⁄ )−1𝑒−𝑥 2⁄ , (4.15) 
where 𝑛 is the degree of freedom of distribution. To perform Pearson’s chi-square test (Rice 2007, p. 
342), which is based on the chi-square distribution, expected values of cells of Table 4-1 are needed to 
be determined from marginal counts. The expected values are shown in Table 4-2: 
 Sample variants set Remaining variants 
from background set 
Sum 
Annotated by 
“Sift: deleterious” 
1.329597 1207.670403 1209 
Not annotated by 
“Sift: deleterious” 
998.670403 907090.3296 908089 
Sum 1000 908298 909298 
Table 4-2. Table of expected values determined by marginal counts. 
For example, the expected count of annotated variants in the sample set 
is (1000 ∙ 1209) 909298⁄ = 1.329597. To perform the test, the sum of squared differences between 
observed and expected counts divided by expected counts has to be computed in each cell of table (equa-
tion 4.16): 
 𝑋2 = ∑∑
(𝑂𝑖𝑗 − 𝐸𝑖𝑗)
2
𝐸𝑖𝑗
𝐽
𝑗
𝐼
𝑖
. (4.16) 
In case of Table 4-2 this gives the value of 85.842. We use degree of freedom of 1, as the table 
has two rows and two columns. In case of more rows or columns, the degree of freedom is computed 
by 𝐷𝐹 = (𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 − 1) ∙ (𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 − 1). The p-value is determined by chi-square distribution with de-
gree of freedom 1 by computing 𝑃(𝑥 > 85.842, 1) which is less than 2.2 ∙ 10−16 (function 
chisq.test in R). As it is seen this value differs from the value computed by the hypergeometric or 
the binomial test so in this case the result of Pearson’s chi-square test differs from the exact result quite 
significantly. Note that Pearson’s chi-square test is an approximate test while hypergeometric or bino-
mial tests are exact ones. 
Computation of the cumulative probability of the chi-square distribution can be performed by computing 
the lower tail of the cumulative probability of gamma distribution (Reeve 1986) which is defined in 
equation 4.17: 
 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) = ∫
𝑡𝑘−1𝑒−𝑡𝑑𝑡
Γ(𝑘)
𝑥
0
 (𝑥 ≥ 0; 𝑘 > 0), (4.17) 
where according to equation 4.18: 
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 Γ(𝑘) = ∫ 𝑡𝑘−1𝑒−𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞
0
. (4.18) 
The upper tail 𝑄𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) = 1 − 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) differs in its interval of integral which is [𝑥,∞]. The re-
lationship between the chi-square and the gamma cumulative distribution probabilities is defined by 
equation 4.19 (Reeve 1986): 
 𝑃(𝑃𝑟(𝑥, 𝑛) < 𝑥) = 𝑃𝐺(𝑥 2⁄ , 𝑛 2⁄ ). (4.19) 
The computation methods use the recurrence relation of the gamma distribution cumulative prob-
ability (equation 4.20) (Reeve 1986): 
 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) =
𝑥𝑘𝑒−𝑥
Γ(𝑘 + 1)
+ 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 + 1). (4.20) 
Repeating the computation of 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) by recurrence relation 4.20 𝑛 times gives the following 
equation 4.21: 
 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) = ∑
𝑥𝑘+𝑖−1𝑒−𝑥
Γ(𝑘 + 𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1
+ 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 + 𝑛). (4.21) 
By giving the required accuracy 𝜀 there is an 𝑛 such that 𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 + 𝑛) < 𝜀 so it is sufficient to 
take the sum from equation 4.21 to get an approximated result of specified accuracy. To test if the 
𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 + 𝑛) is under the value of 𝜀, it is possible to use equations 4.22 (Reeve 1986): 
 
𝑃𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 + 𝑛) = ∑
𝑥𝑘+𝑖−1𝑒−𝑥
(𝑘 + 𝑖 − 1)!
∞
𝑖=𝑛+1
=
𝑥𝑘+𝑛𝑒−𝑥
(𝑘 + 𝑛)!
[1 + ∑
𝑥𝑖
(𝑘 + 𝑛 + 1)(𝑘 + 𝑛 + 2)⋯ (𝑘 + 𝑛 + 𝑖)
∞
𝑖=1
]
≤
𝑥𝑘+𝑛𝑒−𝑥
(𝑘 + 𝑛)!
[1 + ∑
𝑥𝑖
(𝑘 + 𝑛 + 1)
∞
𝑖=1
]
≤
𝑥𝑘+𝑛𝑒−𝑥
(𝑘 + 𝑛)! [1 − 𝑥 (𝑎 + 𝑛 + 1)⁄ ]
. 
(4.22) 
The result converges quickly when 𝑥 − 𝑘 is low. But with high values of  𝑥 − 𝑘 the number of 
applications of the gamma cumulative recurrence probability relation 4.20 may converge too slowly. 
For these cases the computation of upper tail 𝑄𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) is more convenient because less iterations are 
needed to get the result with specific accuracy. In this case the result must be subtracted from one to get 
the lower tail value. The recurrence relation (equation 4.23) of upper tail for computation methods can 
be derived from the recurrence relation of lower tail 4.20 (Reeve 1986): 
 𝑄𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘) =
𝑥𝑘−1𝑒−𝑥
Γ(𝑘)
+ 𝑄𝐺(𝑥, 𝑘 − 1). (4.23) 
A tool using Pearson’s chi-square test is for example WEGO (Ye et al. 2006). 
4.2 Permutation methods 
Permutation methods use shuffling of properties (annotations) between studied entities. Shuffling re-
peats many times for having good confidence of test results which results in utilization of much compu-
tational power. By these methods enrichment significance may be tested by observing how often 
overrepresentation of annotation occur in shuffled samples. 
4.2.1 Permutation test 
The basic permutation test (Moustafa n.d.) consists of several steps. The value determining difference 
between two samples is computed. Samples are combined to one collection of values. In the example 
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with variant annotations we would combine the sample variations and the remaining background varia-
tions. Afterwards the original samples are recreated by random non-replacing selection of variations 
from combined samples. Again the value determining difference between samples is calculated. Recre-
ating original samples and calculation of difference between them is repeated many times, for example 
1,000. The p-value is the proportion of generated samples which have the same or more extreme value 
of difference than difference between original samples. In case of testing overrepresentation with men-
tioned variant annotations the difference would be calculated from counts of annotated variants in the 
sample and the remaining background variants sets. However this method is computationally demanding 
and moreover the computed p-value is not exact. 
4.2.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (Massey 1951) is useful for analysing variation or gene data which 
are ranked. The data can be ranked by their correlation to phenotype or by measure of gene expression. 
The K-S test is based on determining if the cumulative distribution of sample data corresponds to some 
reference cumulative distribution. If yes their difference should be a random walk. The maximum dif-
ference between these distributions characterizes how much the sample data are deviates from the ref-
erence distribution. One of the advantages of this test is that it is possible to visualize the results graph-
ically (Figure 4-1). 
 
Figure 4-1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (By Bscan (Own work) [CC0], via Wikimedia Commons) 
In enrichment analysis, this can be useful to test whether a sample of variations or genes differs 
from some test set. By repeating this process and creating the new test set by random shuffling the 
significance of enrichment can be determined similarly like in permutation methods. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test is part of Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (Clark & Ma’ayan 2011) used for testing 
if set of genes are associated with an annotation or a biological category. The analysis processes genes 
expression data from case and control samples. The genes are ranked by differences between average 
measures of expression in case and control samples. Top genes are those which have less expression 
and bottom genes are those which have higher expression in case samples in comparison to control 
samples. The enrichment computation starts by performing random walk on the set of ranked genes. If 
the gene is part of the subset, then it is added √
𝑁−𝐺
𝑁
, otherwise it is subtracted √
𝐺
𝑁−𝐺
. 𝑁 denotes a number 
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of all tested genes and 𝐺 denotes number of annotated genes. The maximum deviation from zero is 
stored. Afterwards the samples between case and control group are shuffled and a random walk is com-
puted again. This repeats many of times. The more times are deviations from zero in the random walks 
less than deviation from zero in the random walk of the original set, the more the enrichment of differ-
entially expressed genes is significant. 
4.3 Methods using continuous values 
Variations or genes can have assigned values indicating measure of correlation with phenotype or in 
case of genes measure of expression and these measures were used in the K-S test to rank genes. The 
following methods use these continuous values and give scores computed according to basic statistical 
measures of data like mean and standard deviation. 
4.3.1 Student t-test 
The student t-test (Rice 2007) is suitable for determining significance of means difference of two data 
sets. For example, it is suitable for testing expression data representing expression in two various con-
ditions, such as temperature change. The T-profiler tool (Boorsma et al. 2005) use this test to evaluate 
enrichment significance of common motifs, transcription factors or GO categories. For each annotation 
the t-value is computed (equation 4.24): 
 
𝑡𝐺 =
𝜇𝐺 − 𝜇𝐺′
𝑠√
1
𝑁𝐺
+
1
𝑁𝐺′
, 
(4.24) 
where according to equation 4.25: 
 𝑠 = √
(𝑁𝐺 − 1) ∙ 𝑠𝐺
2 + (𝑁𝐺′ − 1) ∙ 𝑠𝐺′
2
𝑁𝐺 + 𝑁𝐺′ − 2
, (4.25) 
and where 𝐺 is a set of genes with annotation, 𝐺′ is a set of remaining genes, 𝑁𝐺  is a number of genes 
in set G, 𝜇 is data (expression) mean and 𝑠2 is pooled variance estimate of data. The p-value is obtained 
by applying the t-score to the cumulative probability distribution of t-distribution while using degree of 
freedom 𝑁𝐺 − 2. T-distribution with 𝑛 degree of freedom is defined in equation 4.26: 
 𝑓(𝑡) =
[
(𝑛 + 1)
2 − 1] !
√𝑛𝜋 (
𝑛
2 − 1) !
(1 +
𝑡2
𝑛
)
−
𝑛+1
2
. (4.26) 
4.3.2 Z-score 
Z-score indicates how much the value 𝑥 deviates from a distribution with mean 𝜇 and standard devia-
tion 𝜎. It is computed by equation 4.27: 
 𝑧 =
𝑥 − 𝜇
𝜎
. (4.27) 
A feature of distribution of sample values z-scores is that it approaches to normal distribution. 
One of the methods using Z-score is described in (Gupta et al. 2007). This method integrates genes p-
values from association experiments. Therefore bias from false-positive genes influence is reduced. 
Genes’ p-values are transformed to the random deviates 𝑧𝑖  by calculating from equation 4.28: 
 𝑧𝑖 = Φ
−1(1 − 𝑝𝑖). (4.28) 
where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. From the deviates 𝑧𝑖 the z-score for 
annotation term ℱ is computed by equation 4.29: 
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 𝑧 = ∑𝑧𝑖/√|ℱ|
𝑖∈ℱ
. (4.29) 
where  |ℱ| denotes number of genes containing term ℱ. The integrated p-value is given by reverse trans-
formation of z-score (equation 4.30): 
 𝑝ℱ = 1 − Φ(𝑧). (4.30) 
4.4 Multiple test corrections 
As during enrichment analysis (or association tests in GWAS as well) thousands or more single tests 
may be performed some false positives may occur when some true null hypotheses are rejected. Many 
methods were developed to address this issue and to provide better insight to consider significance and 
usability of results. The multiple test corrections should be applied to experiments consisting of a large 
number of significance tests. 
4.4.1 Bonferroni correction 
The basic method of correcting significance results is Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni 1936). The idea 
is to divide the significance threshold by the number of single association tests performed. In case of 
500,000 tests the threshold would be adjusted from the common value 0.05 to 10−7. This application 
provides statistical significance that there is no false positive in multiple tests. The correction is consid-
ered as too conservative as it reduces statistical power and may result in producing false negatives of 
statistical analysis so that some untrue null hypotheses may not be revealed. 
4.4.2 False discovery rate 
Bonferroni correction is efficient when it is needed to prevent from any false rejection of the true null 
hypothesis. However, often it is possible to allow a certain proportion of null hypothesis rejections to 
be false while capturing more untrue null hypotheses. In practice the false positives can be often elimi-
nated in further research of results. The proportion of these false positives is termed as False discovery 
rate (FDR) (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995). The common method for determining significant results 
according to required FDR is the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) method (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995). At 
first this method orders in ascending rank the P values of performed tests. The lowest p-value is 𝑃1 and 
the highest is 𝑃𝑚 where 𝑚 refers to the number of tested null hypotheses. Then it is determined for which 
the highest 𝑖 applies the following equation 4.31: 
 𝑃𝑖 ≤
𝑖
𝑚
𝑞, (4.31) 
where 𝑞 is the acceptable level of FDR. All the P-values 𝑃𝑖, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘, are set as significant.  
Sometimes the computation of BH adjusted p-values is performed based on the equation 4.32: 
 𝑃𝑖
′ = {
min(
𝑚
𝑖
∙ 𝑃𝑖, 𝑃𝑖+1
′ ) , 𝑖 < 𝑚  
𝑚
𝑖
∙ 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑖 = 𝑚
. (4.32) 
Though values of adjusted p-values range in the interval of [0,1] like standard p-values they do 
not have an exact meaning. They provide another way of determining significant results. When adjusted 
p-value 𝑃𝑖
′ is less than 𝑞, then original p-value 𝑃𝑖 is according to value 𝑞 significant. 
As an example the following list of p-values from an experiment can be used: 
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0.7590, 1.0000, 0.0278, 0.0019, 0.0298, 0.0459, 0.0344, 0.0201, 0.0095, 0.0001, 0.0004, 
0.4262, 0.6528, 0.5719, 0.3420 
It is needed to reorder the p-values and compare them with values of (𝑖 𝑚)⁄ ∙ 𝑞 as it is shown in 
following Table 4-3. Also the adjusted p-values are in the last column. It is supposed that acceptable 
FDR is set to 𝑞 = 0.15: 
Rank P-value (𝒊 𝒎⁄ ) ∙ 𝒒 Adjusted P-value 
1 0.0001 0.0100 0.0015 
2 0.0004 0.0200 0.0030 
3 0.0019 0.0300 0.0095 
4 0.0095 0.0400 0.0356 
5 0.0201 0.0500 0.0603 
6 0.0278 0.0600 0.0638 
7 0.0298 0.0700 0.0638 
8 0.0344 0.0800 0.0645 
9 0.0459 0.0900 0.0765 
10 0.3420 0.1000 0.5130 
11 0.4262 0.1100 0.5812 
12 0.5719 0.1200 0.7149 
13 0.6528 0.1300 0.7532 
14 0.7590 0.1400 0.8132 
15 1.0000 0.1500 1.0000 
Table 4-3. BH method of determining significance. Rows with significant p-values according to FDR of 
q=0.15 are underlined. 
When accepting that 15% of significant p-values may be false rejections of true null hypothesis 
the 9 tests are determined as significant. In Bonferroni correction is possible to suppose only that no 
false positive is acceptable. For example, a threshold of 0.15 would be adjusted to 0.01. In this case, 
only the first four p-values would be significant. 
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5 Varanto tool 
As part of this thesis a novel web tool Varanto is created. Varanto is a tool for annotating variations 
according to various annotation sources. It shows information about variations and annotations and vis-
ualizes associations between them. On given input set of variations enrichment analysis is performed 
using hypergeometric test. Vast amount of background data are prepared for Varanto. Tens of thousands 
of annotation terms in many annotation classes are accessible to be analysed for overrepresentation and 
underrepresentation. Moreover Varanto associates input variations with near genes and their annota-
tions. The selection of predefined background sets for enrichment analysis is available. The input set of 
variations can be filtered by distance filter by a selectable distance parameter so in case of many varia-
tions near to each other only one of them is considered in analysis. This can prevent from bias toward 
annotations related to a genomic region containing more variations in an input set. Varanto provides a 
possibility to select whichever combination of annotation classes for analysis and it is possible to obtain 
several types of analysis results.  
5.1 Varanto functionality 
Varanto provides results for given input reactively so whenever the input changes all dependent output 
information is also updated. This provides interactive interface for setting input variations, adjusting 
input parameters and viewing the results. Varanto provides multiple types of results to show (Figure 
5-1). 
 
Figure 5-1. Schema of Varanto functionality 
Firstly, the basic information about given input variations and selected annotation classes are 
shown, particularly the number of recognized variations in input set according to selected background 
set, the number of filtered variations by distance filter, the number of annotation terms in selected an-
notation classes and the number of all found associations of input filtered variations to annotation terms 
of selected annotation classes.  
Secondly, for determining over or underrepresentation the observed and expected counts of terms 
are shown with calculated odds ratio. The p-values determining significance of terms are viewed along 
with their adjusted values computed by the BH method. These results are collected to a browsable data 
table which is also sortable by any of these annotations data columns. Description of annotation terms, 
if available, are integrated to the data table. The table interface allows to filter table rows by given input 
string. The entire table is available for downloading in csv format.  
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Thirdly, visualization of associations are shown. This feature supplements enrichment analysis in 
finding new biological knowledge. This makes the tool unique. The visualization is in the form of a 
rendered binary matrix where the rows of the matrix represent variations and columns represent anno-
tation terms labels. The cell value is either zero when there is no association between a variation and a 
term or one when there is an association. Rows and columns are ordered by hierarchical clustering so 
patterns of variations or terms with similar associations are observable. This can be useful in identifying 
clusters of variations which may be connected with individual biological processes or clusters of anno-
tation terms with similar associations. The visualization is possible to be adjusted, for instance the rows’ 
and columns’ dendrograms visibility are configurable or the look of visualization can be optimized. It 
is available for downloading as a pdf file as well. Also the karyogram depicting locations of variations 
in chromosomes is possible to be shown.  
Finally, it is also possible to be render the binary matrix of associations as a data table with sorting 
and filtering features like in the case of annotation terms enrichment data table. The binary matrix data 
table is also available for downloading in csv format.  
The described features are accessible through a web interface with an intuitive graphical user 
interface (GUI). Employing created custom background database allows to provide results quickly for 
most of scenarios what enables effective usage in genetics research. To build the background database 
data from various sources are needed to be imported, transformed and stored to database. This is because 
of huge amount of source data  extensive and computationally-demanding process which is supposed to 
be repeated in longer periods of time, for example once per few weeks or months. Nevertheless, suffi-
cient computational power and suitable implementation are necessary to perform this process in reason-
able time. 
5.2 Implementation tools 
For developing the Varanto, importing data and building the background database certain materials and 
methods are used. For data, main data source is Ensembl which is accessed via MySQL interface or 
BiomaRt package in R. The homo_sapiens_variation.variation MySQL table is queried for list of vari-
ation identification labels and Ensembl Variation and Ensembl Genes databases in BiomaRt are used 
for collecting variation and gene annotations of many annotation classes. The additional source for var-
iation annotations is the GET-Evidence tool (Ball et al. 2012) and for genes the Molecular Signature 
Database (MSigDB) (Subramanian et al. 2005). All annotation sources are listed in Table 5-1 and an-
notation classes which the annotations are imported of are listed in Appendix A. 
Data Sources 
Variation identifiers Ensembl 
Variation annotations Ensembl 
GET-Evidence 
Gene annotations Ensembl 
Molecular Signature Database 
Table 5-1. Data sources used to building the Varanto background database. 
A combination of several programming languages and development software was used to imple-
ment data import, database and Varanto itself as web application. The development was running under 
the CentOS 6.6 operating system. 
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5.2.1 Bash 
Bash (Fox 2014) is the shell which is originally a part of the GNU operating system and currently it is 
used in many Unix operating systems. It provides many built-in commands performing tasks like oper-
ating system commands, manipulating and operations with files, processing files or launching scripts or 
programs. The commands may be pipelined or executed within another command. They can be run in 
background as separate process. It is also a scripting language which may be used for creating custom 
scripts containing logic like in other programming languages. 
5.2.2 Python 
Python (Python Software Foundation 2015) is a multiplatform object-oriented interpreted programming 
language intended to be easy and its code to be readable. Built-in data types like lists, sets and diction-
aries and their interfaces provide flexible ways to manipulate the data. Therefore Python is used for 
processing and transforming downloaded variation and gene data which are afterwards ready to be cop-
ied to database. For programming in Python the Eclipse developing tool (The Eclipse Foundation 2015) 
was used. 
5.2.3 PostgreSQL 
As a database for storing background data of Varanto PostgreSQL was adopted (The PostgreSQL Global 
Development Group 2015). It is an object-relational database management system supporting features 
for data management in relational tables. The key features useful for Varanto are indexes, primary and 
foreign keys for efficient retrieving data from huge quantity of information. The primary keys are auto-
matically indexed. The project of PostreSQL is open-source and has a wide community able to provide 
quick support. Easy definition of database schema can be done by the SQL Power Architect tool (SQL 
Power Group Inc. 2015) which was used to definition of Varanto background data schema. 
5.2.4 R 
R (The R Foundation 2015) is the free highly extensible GNU programming language aimed mainly on 
statistical operations and graphics. It is optimized for computations on arrays and matrices and writing 
code for manipulating them is easy and effective as well as plotting graphs or images. The extensiveness 
is achieved by the ability to create custom functions like in other programming languages or easy im-
porting of external packages.  
The BiomaRt (Durinck et al. 2005) package allows to download genomics data from Ensembl or 
other biomart databases. Its function getBM downloads data with their specified attributes and filtered 
by the specified filter data in the given database.  
Another package which was adopted in Varanto is dplyr (Wickham & Francois 2015) which 
makes the database operations easy and returns query results in data.frame what is a common data 
type in R. Selection, filter, join, order and other operations are flexible to write and they have good 
performance. 
Function heatmap.2 of package gplots (Warnes et al. 2015) whose purpose is rendering 
heatmaps is used for generating graphical visualization of binary matrix of associations. Although the 
heatmaps are suitable for generating data with continuous values this function is also suitable for binary 
matrix visualization. 
For the development of R scripts for downloading variation and gene data using Biomart and also 
for the development of Varanto web user interface (see next subchapter) RStudio integrated development 
environment (RStudio 2014) was applied to. 
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5.2.5 Shiny framework 
A powerful method for creating web pages providing a user interface (UI) is the Shiny framework 
(Chang et al. 2015). It is another R package and programming of UI is done in R so it is easy to integrate 
with existing R functions. The definition of UI is performed by the shinyUI function which is after 
server initialization compiled to HTML file. Shiny provides custom functions to define layout though it 
still makes possible to define parts of the UI by HTML tags. The reactions on input and preparing data 
for output are specified by the shinyServer function. The input and output controls (widgets) have 
unique identifiers defined in the shinyUI function which are used in shinyServer for referencing 
the input controls to define reactions and for the output controls to define their data source.  
The key feature of Shiny intensively used in Varanto is its reactiveness. It means that output is 
automatically updated whenever any of the input controls, which the output control depends on, changes. 
An expression defining output control data source can contain references to some input controls provid-
ing a value. The output control will be automatically updated each time the value of any of the input 
controls changes (Figure 5-2). 
 
Figure 5-2. A Shiny simple program with one output depending on one input. Input is reactive source and 
output a reactive endpoint. 
However, some functions may sometimes be used by more output controls while using the value 
of the same input controls as parameter. When a certain input control value is changed then such func-
tions are called multiple times while computing the same stuff. This can be prevented by the reactive 
expression. Similarly like output definitions they automatically react to change of all input controls 
which are part of the expression. Their key aspect is that they remember their computed values until the 
next change of any input control whose reference they contain. So if they wrap some function taking 
input control value as parameter and which is called by more output controls the function is executed 
after input control value change only once. The reactive expressions can be nested so it is possible to 
design a Shiny application in a way that no redundant computations are performed (Figure 5-3). 
 
Figure 5-3. A simple reactive program including a reactive conductor defined by a reactive expression. 
There are some cases when output control data definition or reactive expression use value of some 
input control but it is not needed or desirable to re-evaluate them reactively every time after its change. 
In Varanto this requirement arises when it is intended to submit the input control value by a button. The 
expression isolate ensures that changes of input controls of contained references are not causing re-
evaluation of parent expression. The reactions on buttons are defined by observe expressions. 
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5.3 Preparing background database 
For building background database with data several steps consisting of operations of downloading, 
transforming, processing data are performed. It is necessary to perform these import operations before 
running the web server of Varanto. The background database is designed to achieve that Varanto web 
interface can retrieve data in appropriate form. It is intended that the import process is repeated by user 
after some period of time, for example, when variation or gene sources are updated.  
5.3.1 Master import script 
To perform data import to background database easily all operations are run by the master script written 
in Bash. The import process is divided into 8 steps run by custom script (Figure 5-4). The master script 
provides an interface for running all steps at once or only some of them. Parameters of individual scripts 
performing each step are possible to set in a master configuration file to change them easily. 
 
Figure 5-4. Import to background database. 
During the first step, downloading variation identifiers from Ensembl, identifiers of all avail-
able short variations from Ensembl database are downloaded using its MySQL interface. 
During the second step, downloading variation identifiers from Ensembl, annotations of vari-
ations of each of the identifiers are downloaded. This is achieved by running R script using BiomaRt 
package where the getBM function use list of variation identifiers as filter. The list of identifiers are 
chunked so function is called repeatedly for each chunk. The basic variation data of allele, chromosome, 
chromosome start position and chromosome strand attributes are downloaded along with functional data 
which are listed in Appendix A. To speed up downloading the R script is called concurrently in separate 
processes while list of identifiers is split using Unix command split. Synchronization of processes is 
ensured by wait command which simply waits for all of the running processes to be completed. 
Within the functional data downloaded in the second step are gene identifiers associated with 
variations. These associations are based on overlap with genes or proximity to genes. The third step, 
obtaining associated genes identifiers, is extracting the list of gene identifiers which were associated 
with any of the variations. This is done by extracting the column with gene identifiers from variation 
annotations and making these identifiers unique. 
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During the fourth step, downloading gene annotations from Ensembl, annotations of genes us-
ing identifiers from previous step are downloaded. This step is performed in the same manner as the 
second step. 
During the fifth step, downloading GET-Evidence variation annotations, additional variation 
annotations from GET-Evidence web site using wget are downloaded. 
The sixth step is preparation data for insertion to database. Because INSERT database oper-
ation is for inserting huge data overwhelming it is needed to prepare files containing complete table data 
and use COPY FROM PostgreSQL command to load them to database. The data preparation are per-
formed by Python script and the algorithm will be described below. 
The seventh step is dropping existing database schema as it is supposed that import might re-
place old data, Import can be also run for purpose of the reloading data because of performed changes 
in the database schema. 
The final step, initializing database, is inserting data to database which schema will be described 
in the next subchapter. At first tables without any constraints are initialized. Indexes are also not yet set 
up. Afterwards the prepared data are inserted to database by COPY FROM commands and finally primary 
and foreign keys and indexes are set up.  
5.3.2 Background database schema 
The schema is designed to possibility of retrieval variation and annotation data as well as associations 
of annotations to variation. For computing enrichment significance annotations counts in each back-
ground sets are available. There are information whether variations are part of background sets. Follow-
ing Figure 5-5 depicts database schema: 
 
Figure 5-5. Background database schema designed in SQL Power Architect (SQL Power Group Inc. 2015) 
Variation table contains basic information about variations like their unique name, strand, 
starting position, alleles and chromosome which they are located in. Besides primary key index addi-
tional index is created for name column as it is expected that user inputs any set of variation names in 
Varanto interface. The next two-column ascending index is built also for chromosome and starting po-
sition column and this is useful for distance filter which is simpler to apply when database returns vari-
ations in order by chromosome and starting position. 
Annotation_description table contains information about annotation classes like their 
label, description and type. The type can have values variation or gene depending on whether the anno-
tation class is gene or variation annotation class. The data for this table are created manually. 
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Each row representing annotation term in Annotation table contains annotation labels and 
their description. Moreover there is column for annotation class description reference identifier which 
serves as foreign key for Annotation_description table. The combination of label and an-
notation_description_id is unique and they are indexed together while annotation_de-
scription_id column is the first part of index. This is useful as user can query for annotations of 
certain annotation classes through Varanto interface. Adding label into index may be useful for ef-
fective retrieval of annotations of specific labels.  
The Variation and Annotation tables are joined through Var2Ann table which models 
M:N relationship between those tables. The Var2Ann table contains references to primary keys of 
Variation and Annotation tables as foreign keys so this table describes associations of annota-
tions to variations. 
Background_sets table contains information about manually downloaded background sets. 
For each background set its label, description and count of its variations is defined. Except the count of 
variations these data are created manually. The count of variations is calculated during preparation of 
data to insertion to database. 
Var2Back_set table contains references to primary keys of Variation and Back-
ground_sets tables so this table describes which variations belong to each background set. This table 
also models M:N relationship. Although set of all downloaded and inserted variations are considered as 
a separate background set as well this table does not contain rows describing association of variation 
with this background set. So when querying for variations of background set of all variations it is needed 
to query the Variation table without joining Var2Back_set table. For other background sets it is 
needed to join Var2Back_set table. 
In Ann2Back_set table for each annotation term there is its count in variations of each back-
ground sets. It contains references to primary keys of Annotation and Background_sets and 
models M:N relationship but unlike Var2Ann and Var2Back_set tables this table contains table 
records for all combinations of records of joined tables. If there is not any annotation of term in varia-
tions of a background set the count is set to zero. Additional two-column index is set for count and 
background set identifier columns while count index is set as ascending for purpose of fast obtaining of 
annotation terms with count higher than zero. 
For optimizing database performance fill factor property is set to 100% in all tables and indexes 
which means that there are no additional empty space in table or index pages. This is desired setting as 
it is not intended to modify data in the database after their import.  
The indexes in several tables are clustered for better accessibility of data of all columns after 
filtering data based on index. In Variation table the name column index is clustered, in Annota-
tion table the index of annotation class reference and annotation term label columns, in 
Ann2Back_set table the index of count and background set reference columns and in Annota-
tion_description table as well as in Background_sets table the primary key index.  
5.3.3 Algorithm of data preparation 
After downloading all annotation data it is needed to process and transform them to create files with 
annotation and variation data representing database table data from schema described above. The main 
part of the data preparation is processing of variant annotations file line-by-line. Each line contains basic 
information about variation with its functional annotations. Single functional annotations are after their 
loading represented by tuple containing annotation class label the annotation term belongs to, annotation 
label itself, description of annotation term and type of annotation class. 
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For initialization of data processing several procedures are performed. Firstly, background data 
sets’ files are read. Their variations are stored to hash sets so it is possible to quickly test whether any 
variation is part of a background data set. Secondly, annotation class descriptions are loaded from man-
ually created file. Dictionary for getting a class identifier from class label concatenated with type of 
annotation class is created. The concatenation is performed because some annotation classes may have 
same name while one of them is variation annotation class and another is gene annotation class. The 
dictionary is used when filling out annotation_description_id column for each annotation 
term record. Thirdly, the genes’ annotations are loaded. A dictionary which returns gene functional 
annotations from their Ensembl identifier is built. Gene annotations are obtained by processing line-by-
line genes annotation file downloaded using biomaRt package from the fourth step of import process. 
In each line the Ensembl identifier of gene is read and all functional annotations in that line are stored 
for this gene. Another data source for gene annotations is MSigDB. Data from MSigDB are arranged in 
files in which each line represents certain annotation term and contains list of all genes which are asso-
ciated with this term. The gene identifiers are HGNC symbols. These are converted to Ensembl identi-
fiers by a dictionary which is created during processing the annotation file downloaded by biomaRt 
package as the file contains also the HGNC symbol along the gene functional annotations. Finally, the 
GET-Evidence variation annotations are processed which are arranged in file in similar manner like data 
from biomaRt package. 
When initialization procedures are completed the main part of processing is started. It processes 
variation annotations from file obtained from the second step of import process. It is supposed that 
multiple lines contain annotations for same variation and these lines are clustered and that some anno-
tations can occur in multiple lines for the same variation.  
Variations which are not on the standard track of genome in Ensembl are skipped. This filtering 
is performed by checking the chromosome column whether it contains single number of chromosome 
or X, Y and MT of sex and mitochondrial chromosomes. When line with new variation occurs this vari-
ation with its basic data is written to Variation table file and it is determined which background sets 
contain it. Also the pre-processed GET-Evidence variation annotations are obtained. Variation allele 
count is incremented which is needed to obtain the most common alleles after the processing is finished. 
Also the variation with its allele is appended to a list which is used in the end to add annotations of most 
common alleles. The most common alleles is treated as separate functional annotation as the number of 
all alleles in the background set of all variations is so high (more than 400,000) that enrichment signifi-
cance computation lasts too much time. Using the common alleles instead of all alleles allows user to 
get results faster while uncommon alleles are skipped. 
Each line of variation annotations including GET-Evidence annotations and except the variations 
on the non-standard tracks is processed. If annotation label is found the first time for current variation 
the record in Annotation table file is created while using data from the tuple representing annotation. 
The description of annotation often contains slash characters ‘/’ which can cause that database could 
interpret it with following character as escape so all slash characters are doubled to prevent this. The 
annotation_description_id is obtained from pre-processed dictionary of annotation class de-
scriptions. Then variation and annotation term identifiers are used to write record of Var2ann table 
while it is prevented from multiple write of same combination of variation and annotation term in case 
that annotation term occurs in multiple lines of the same variation. When Ensembl gene identifier is 
available in variation annotations also the pre-processed gene annotations are written to Annotation 
and Var2ann table files. The identifier of variation which is associated with gene is used for recording 
associations between gene and annotation term. This associates gene annotations to variations which are 
near to or overlaps with genes. Variation and annotation identifiers are generated for each new variation 
or annotation term. When writing record to Var2ann table the counts of the current annotation term in 
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the background sets, which the current variation is part of, are incremented. These counts will be useful 
for computation of enrichment significance. 
After the all lines of variation annotations are processed the additional annotations of common 
alleles are processed as it is already possible to determine which alleles are the most common. Back-
ground_sets table file is also possible to write as it is already known how many variations are in 
each background set. The count of variations of the custom background sets are known already after 
initialization processes but count of variations of background set of all variations is known only after 
processing variation annotations file. Also the annotation terms counts in all background sets are stored 
to Ann2Back_set file. 
The pseudo code describing the algorithm in its top level is following: 
 
01. PerformInitializations(); 
02. current_variant_name = NULL; 
03. foreach (line in variant_annotations_file) 
04. { 
05.   if (current_variant_name != line.variant_name) 
06.   {        
07.     if (!IsOnStandardTrack(line.chromosome_name)) 
08.     { 
09.       continue; 
10.     } 
11.     current_variant_name = line.variant_name; 
12.     variant_background_sets =  
          GetBackgroundSetsWithVariant(current_variant_name); 
13.     ProcessVariantAndGET-EvidenceAnnotations( 
          current_variant_name, variant_background_sets);     
14.   } 
15.    
16.   foreach (functional_annotation in line) 
17.   { 
18.     if (functional_annotation is ensembl_gene_id) 
19.     { 
20.       gene_id = functional_annotation; 
21.       ProcessGeneEnsemblAndMSigDBAnnotations( 
            gene_id, variant_background_sets); 
22.     } 
23.     ProcessVariantAnnotation( 
          functional_annotation, variant_background_sets); 
24.   } 
25. } 
26. PerformConcludingActions(); 
 
5.3.4 Implementation of data preparation 
The algorithm described above was implemented using Python language. The class diagram of imple-
mented script is shown in the following Figure 5-6: 
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Figure 5-6. Class diagram of script preparing data for storing to database. 
The main function is called when the script is started and performs the algorithm described above. 
It controls reading variation annotation file and writing variations, annotations, var2ann and 
var2back_set table files. It uses BackgroundSets and Labels classes.  
BackgroundSets class contains and process variation background sets. Its constructor takes 
as parameters manually created file of BackgroundSets table without column of variations counts 
and path to folder with files representing single background sets with list of their variation identifiers. It 
is supposed that names of files in the folder corresponds to background sets labels in the Background-
Sets table file. The background sets files are read and variation_sets dictionary is initialized 
with sets of variations of background sets which ids serves as keys for the dictionary. 
new_back_sets_desc list loads data rows from Background_sets table file and after pro-
cessing each custom background set the count of variations in the background set is appended to this 
data structure. back_sets_ids list is also initialized with list of background sets primary key iden-
tifiers. process_variant method processes variation with its name and primary key identifier and 
according to whether the variation is part of single sets in the variation_sets dictionary adds rec-
ords to the var2back_set table file. Also the method returns list of background sets identifiers which 
the variation is part of what is necessary to increment annotation counts of proper background sets (see 
Labels class below). write_table_back_sets_file is intended to be called after the variation 
annotation files processing is finished. This method takes as parameters number of all variations which 
is additionally appended to row of background set of all variations. Afterwards the list of background 
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sets, which already contains complete information about background sets, is written to a file passed in 
another parameter. 
Purpose of Labels class is to process annotation labels. Its constructor takes several parameters. 
headers is list of variation annotation class labels which are used for variation annotations down-
loaded by biomaRt package to obtain identifier of their annotation class from AnnDescriptions 
class (see below) to write it to annotation_description_id column. back_sets_ids is list 
of all background sets identifiers and it is used for initialization of records in Ann2back_set table for 
new annotation term. ann_desc_file is manually created Annotation_description table file 
and it is passed to AnnDescriptions object. genes_annotations_file is file of gene anno-
tations downloaded by biomaRt package which is passed to GeneDbImport object and get_evi-
dence_file is file downloaded in the fifth step of import process with GET-evidence variation an-
notations which is used by GetEvidenceDbImport object. top_alleles_count is number of 
most common alleles which will be considered as separate common allele annotation class so it is used 
by CommonAlleles class. msigdb_files is file with list of MSigDB files containing gene anno-
tations. The last parameter msigdb_not_found_hgnc is list of all HGNC symbols in the MSigDB 
files which are not possible to convert to Ensembl identifiers during processing of annotations because 
no gene downloaded from biomaRt is associated with these HGNC symbols. These two parameters are 
passed also to GeneDbImport class. write_annotation method is used for recording new anno-
tation to Annotation table file. As parameters the tuple representing annotation is passed and An-
notation table file itself. At first it is checked whether this annotation is already recorded by checking 
if the unique tuple representing annotation already exists in map_ann2id dictionary as key. If not it is 
added to dictionary with generated annotation identifier as value, the annotation is recorded to Anno-
tation table file and also id2counts dictionary item for the annotation is initialized. In 
id2counts dictionary there are counts of annotation terms in all background sets so their values are 
initialized to zero. The keys of id2counts dictionary are background sets identifiers from 
back_sets_ids list. write_var2ann_row method writes new record to var2ann table file. 
Besides the record write itself the annotations counts in the background sets given as parameter are 
incremented in id2counts dictionary. process_annotation and process_annota-
tion_of_current_variant methods calls write_annotation and write_var2ann_row 
methods while the process_annotation_of_current_variant method moreover prevents 
from multiple writing of annotation to current variation using variation_annotations_ids set 
which contains already recorded annotations in Var2ann table of current variation. process_var-
iation_row method takes line from variation annotations file. If the line contains annotations for 
another variation than previous line the current_variant_id field is updated to identifier of new 
variation and variation_annotations_ids and processed_genes sets are cleared.  pro-
cessed_genes set prevents from processing same Ensembl gene annotation multiple times for the 
current variation. Also for new variation its GET-evidence annotations are obtained and its allele is 
processed in common_alleles class (see below). The method then processes variation and gene an-
notations from biomaRt package as it was described in previous subchapter, creates tuples representing 
annotations and writes individual records to Annotation and Var2ann table files using the pro-
cess_annotation_of_current_variant method. The method process_addi-
tional_annotation is used for writing common alleles annotations after completing the pro-
cessing of variation annotations file and for eachcommon allele calls process_annotation 
method. write_annotation_counts is used for storing annotation counts in background sets 
stored in id2counts dictionary to Ann2back_set table file. 
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GeneDbImport class is used to provide gene annotations while after calling its constructor pre-
processing of gene annotations is performed. As the result the genes dictionary with keys as Ensembl 
gene identifiers and values as tuples representing genes annotations is created. Method 
get_genes_annotations provides annotations for given Ensembl identifier by reading from 
genes dictionary.  
Similarly class GetEvidenceDbImport provides interface for getting variation GET-evi-
dence annotations where get_evidence_data dictionary is built during pre-processing after calling 
class constructor and annotation tuples are then possible to obtain by get_get_evidence_data 
method. 
AnnDescriptions class provides conversion of the annotation class label concatenated with 
type of annotation to annotation class identifier. The conversion is performed by annotation_la-
bel_to_id dictionary which is used to return annotation class identifier in get_annotation_de-
scription method. 
CommonAlleles class processes individual variations by insert_variation method. The 
individual variations are stored with their allele and background sets they are part of in vars list. In the 
end of the processing of the variations is called get_common_alleses method which orders the 
alleles counts and returns the variations from vars list with their common allele annotation. If their 
allele does not belong to most common alleles their common allele annotation is uncommon. 
Annotation class serves as structure type for items of tuple representing annotation. 
5.4 Varanto implementation 
Varanto web tool is implemented in Shiny network. The UI is implemented by shinyUI function, 
interactions with UI in shinyServer function. The set of functions providing communication with 
database or computation tasks was implemented. The queries to database are performed by dplyr pack-
age. Layout is defined as sidebar layout while sidebar contains input panel and main panel contains tab 
panels with output controls. In the following text the tool capabilities are described along with imple-
mentation. 
5.4.1 Input panel and main tab 
The first tab panel Main contains summary information about input variations and annotations.  
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Figure 5-7. Main panel of Varanto tool 
As it is seen in the Figure 5-7, Illumina 550 variations are used as background set. The number in 
the brackets is the number of variations in the set. Background set selection options are loaded automat-
ically from database each time the Varanto server starts. Function get_back_set loads background 
sets by selecting entire BackgroundSets table. 
Distance filter is set to 10 kilobases so if multiple variations are located to each other in less than 
this distance only one of them will be considered.  
Phenotype description variation annotations are chosen for analysis but any combination of an-
notation classes can be chosen by user. The numbers in brackets next to the annotation class labels are 
counts of their annotation terms associated at least to one variation in the chosen background set. The 
input checkbox controls for annotation classes are also generated automatically when Varanto server 
starts. Annotation classes are loaded from database by function get_ann_desc while function 
get_var_ann_desc filters classes which are variation classes and get_gene_ann_desc filters 
classes which are gene classes. The counts of annotations in single annotation classes for each back-
ground set is computed from database by get_total_count_of_annota-
tions_in_back_set function. This function joins Annotation and Ann2back_set tables by 
inner_join function of dplyr package but rows in Ann2back_set with count equal to zero are 
excluded before joining. Then back_set_id and annotation_description_id columns are 
selected from joined tables. From these two columns the contingency table using R function table is 
created. As a result this table contains counts of annotations for each combination of background set 
identifier and annotation class identifier which are used to fill out numbers in brackets next to the anno-
tation class labels. 
The Main tab panel shows basic information about input variations and selection of annotation 
classes. The first information is number of variations from input which are part of the chosen background 
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set. This number may be lower than number of input variations when some input variations are not part 
of the chosen background set. The variations of the chosen set are obtained from database by join-
ing Variation and Var2Back_set tables in function get_varia-
tions_of_names_of_back_set. Function semi_join of dplyr package is used to get variation 
rows for which exists association with chosen background set in Var2Back_set table. 
The next information is number of variations filtered by distance filter. In the Figure 5-7 it is seen 
that one variation was filtered. Distance filter is implemented by function filter_variations. It 
is supposed that variations are ordered by chromosome and position what is already ensured in 
get_variations_of_names_of_back_set function using the arrange function of dplyr. The 
algorithm used in this function creates window of desired size (for instance 10 kilobases) starting from 
the first variation. All variations which are inside this window except the first one are excluded. The 
next window is created from the first variation which is outside of the previous window. This repeats 
until all variations are processed and for the next operations only the not excluded variations are con-
sidered. 
Annotation terms are obtained by get_annotations_of_desc_id_of_back_set func-
tion which performs join operation of Annotation and Ann2Back_set table using inner_join 
dplyr function. In case of custom background set the rows with count of zero are excluded before the 
join. The count of annotation terms in the output is sum of counts in brackets of selected annotation 
classes. 
Finally number of associations are shown. The associations between variations and annotations 
are obtained by get_association_pairs which returns pairs of variation and annotation identi-
fiers loaded from Var2ann table. 
The reactivity graph of Main tab is shown in Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8. Reactivity graph of Main tab. 
5.4.2 Enrichment tab 
Enrichment tab shows table where each row contains values of observed and expected counts, odds 
ratio, over and underrepresentation significance expressed as p-value and significance expressed as ad-
justed p-value using BH method for each annotation term (Figure 5-9). The table is ordered by 
overrepresentation p-value. Data shown by this table is also possible to download as csv file.  
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Figure 5-9. Enrichment tab 
Label column shows annotation class label concatenated with annotation term label. Observed in 
sample column is number of filtered input variations which are associated with annotation term. Ex-
pected in sample column shows expected number of annotations in a sample calculated using size of a 
variation sample, variations count in a background set and annotations associations count in a back-
ground set. Odds ratio is computed by following equation: 
𝑂𝑅 =
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 − 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)⁄
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠/(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 − 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠)
. 
Function computing expected count of associations and odds ratio is get_odds_ratio. 
Over and underrepresentation p-values are computed by hypergeometric test which is performed 
by R function phyper. Adjustment of p-values by BH method is performed by R function p.adjust. 
These operations are performed in get_overrepresentation_significance and get_un-
derrepresentation_significance functions. For getting associations counts in sample func-
tion get_sparse_matrix was implemented to build sparse binary matrix from variation and anno-
tation identifier pairs which are returned by get_association_pairs function. Finally get_en-
richment_data function merges odds ratio and significance data and adjusts table data to be in 
readable form. 
The reactivity graph of Enrichment tab is shown in Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10. Reactivity graph of Enrichment tab. 
5.4.3 Karyogram tab 
This tab contains figure with graphical view of all chromosomes with illustrated positions of input var-
iations. Each variation is depicted by red vertical line above the site where it is located (Figure 5-11). 
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Figure 5-11. Karyogram showing location of variations. 
5.4.4 Visualization tab 
In visualization tab the binary matrix of variations associations with annotations is possible to show 
(Figure 5-12). Visualization is configurable to reach optimal view and multiple parameters are possible 
to adjust, for example angle of column labels, dendrograms visibility or grid visibility. 
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Figure 5-12. Visualization tab. 
As data source for heatmap.2 function a contingency table is created in get_contin-
gency_table function using association pairs from get_association_pairs function. Anno-
tation term labels in the contingency table are created by concatenation of annotation class label and 
term label to clearly present annotation label to user.  
The reactivity graph of Visualization tab is shown in Figure 5-13. 
 
Figure 5-13. Rreactivity graph of visualization data. 
5.4.5 Data tab 
Data tab shows table of variations with their basic information and binary data whether variation is 
associated with annotation terms (Figure 5-14). In Varanto the view is limited to at most 100 annotation 
terms but in case of download of results all annotation terms are possible to obtain. 
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Figure 5-14. Data tab 
The annotation terms columns have values of zero or one depending whether they are associated 
with variation. Function get_variation_binary_data builds data source of the data table. It 
also uses sparse matrix from get_sparse_matrix function and for each annotation adds column of 
zeros and ones to table according to values in sparse matrix. 
The reactivity graph of Data tab is shown in Figure 5-15. 
 
Figure 5-15. Reactivity graph of data tab. 
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6 Results and use cases 
In this chapter Varanto tool is demonstrated. At first performance of import and Varanto tool is analysed. 
Afterwards its usability in finding new biological knowledge from GWAS results is demonstrated. 
Varanto is also useful in detecting technical bias in background sets caused by technology errors. In this 
chapter performance results and use cases are demonstrated on data downloaded from Ensembl release 
79 and genome assembly GRCh38.p2. 
6.1 Performance results 
In this subchapter the performance of import process and several queries to background database is 
evaluated. All performance tests are performed on virtualized computer cluster with following specifi-
cation (Table 6-1): 
Processor: AMD Opteron 6348 with 36 cores 
Memory: 576 GB 
Operating system: CentOS 6.6 
Table 6-1. Specification of virtualized computer cluster where the performance tests were performed. 
6.1.1 Import 
Database server has following specification (Table 6-2): 
Processor: AMD Opteron 6348 with 4 cores 
Memory: 32 GB 
Operating system: CentOS 7.1 
Database: PostgreSQL 9.2.10 
Table 6-2. Specification of computer where the database server is installed. 
The durations of database import steps are depicted in the following Table 6-3: 
Import step Duration 
Ensembl variation identifiers ~ 3 minutes (downloading from Ensembl) 
Ensembl variation annotations ~ 12 hours (downloading from Ensembl) 
Associated genes identifiers ~ 12 minutes 
Associated genes annotations ~ 2 minutes (downloading from Ensembl) 
GET-evidence annotations ~ 15 seconds (downloading from homepage) 
Preparing data for insertion to data-
base 
~ 11 hours 
Dropping existing database schema ~ 1 second 
Initializing database ~ 10 hours 
Total ~ 1.5 day 
Table 6-3. Durations of database import steps. 
The most time consuming steps are obtaining Ensembl variation annotations, preparing data for 
insertion to database and initializing database. Ensembl variation annotations performance depends on 
workload of Ensembl biomaRt server and Internet connection. Preparing data for insertion to database 
manipulates large annotation files which are transformed to table files and initializing database includes 
copying all data from table files to database and building indexes and foreign keys. The row counts for 
each database table are in the following Table 6-4: 
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Table Row count 
Ann2Back_set 1,777,287 
Annotation 592,429 
Annotation_description 38 
Background_sets 3 
Var2Ann 5,351,873,567 
Var2Back_set 1,464,869 
Variation 62,492,516 
Table 6-4. Database tables row counts. 
Annotation classes from annotation_description table and background sets from 
Background_sets table are listed in Appendix A.  
6.1.2 Database queries 
The performance of database queries is important for obtaining results in reasonable time for web user 
interface. Several tests were performed using microbenchmark package of R (Mersmann 2014). All tests 
are repeated 100 times and plots with line ranges of measured times are generated for depicting perfor-
mance of queries with input of various size. Median values are marked as filled circles. The single R 
script was used to run all of the tests. 
The first test consist of getting the variations information while only variations which are part of 
specified background set are considered. This corresponds to function get_varia-
tions_of_names_of_back_set. The function is benchmarked with several various inputs. Var-
iation names parameters are of size 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000. Background set parameter is 
set to Affymetrix SNP 6.0. The set of input variations used in these tests are chosen randomly from set 
of Affymetrix SNP 6.0 variations. In the following plot (Figure 6-1) the performance of this function is 
visualized. 
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Figure 6-1. Performance of query for variations which is performed by function get_varia-
tions_of_names_of_back_set. 
From the graph it is possible to see that each query has some little initialization delay and the time 
gets increasing from input size of 100 variation names up to 5 seconds when getting 100,000 variations. 
Median values are close to low boundaries so sometimes the time of the query is higher than usual. 
Following test visualized in Figure 6-2 is aimed on query for annotation terms while only anno-
tation terms which are associated with at least one variation of specified background set are consid-
ered. This corresponds to function get_annotations_of_desc_id_of_back_set. Back-
ground set parameter is again set to Affymetrix SNP 6.0. Annotation class parameter is set to identifiers 
of annotation classes with sizes of 4, 20, 189, 15,289 and 127,709 annotation terms. The size of annota-
tion class is considered as number of its annotation terms associated with at least one variation of the 
Affymetrix background set. 
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Figure 6-2. Performance of query for annotations which is performed by function get_annota-
tions_of_desc_id_of_back_set. 
Similarly also in this case there is some initialization delay in most cases of running the query and 
time of query increases when getting of about 200 or more annotation terms. 
The next test measures performance of getting the association pairs of variations and annotation 
terms identifiers. This corresponds to function get_association_pairs. The function is bench-
marked with several combinations of various variations input size and annotation class sizes. Variation 
names are of size 10, 100 and 1,000, annotation classes are of size 4, 20, 189, 1,249 and 15,224 so 15 
combinations will be benchmarked.  
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Figure 6-3. Performance of query for association pairs which is performed by function get_associa-
tion_pairs. 
As it is seen in the Figure 6-3 when getting associations of large sets of variations and annotation 
terms the time of the query processing gets high. The more input variations there are the more steeply 
the time for higher counts of annotation terms increases. In case of 1,000 variations and about 15,000 
annotation terms it is more than 20 seconds. 
Final test measures performance of enrichment which is computed by get_enrich-
ment_data function and using the same input parameters like in the previous test with association 
pairs (Figure 6-4). 
 
Figure 6-4. Performance of enrichment_analysis performed by function get_enrichment_data. 
Results are similar for most of the input combinations to results of performance test of query for 
getting associations. Duration of queries are only slightly higher. Proportionally the duration is increased 
at most for inputs with low number of annotation terms as they last mostly about one second while for 
query for associations they last only about 0.2 second. For inputs with high number of annotation terms 
the difference is only negligible so phyper function shows good performance.  
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6.2 Use-case in GWAS 
For demonstration of Varanto web tool functionality several use-cases in GWAS are described. The list 
of input variations are collected from public sources and examined in Varanto.  
6.2.1 Body Mass Index 
One phenotype trait which genetic background has been intensively studied is body mass index. In this 
use case variations associated with BMI (n=151) were obtained from GWAS catalogue (Hindorff et al. 
n.d.). Distance filter of 1 kilobase reduces count to 145 to prevent overestimation originating from mul-
tiple variations being located at the same locus. Because the variations comes from several studies the 
set of all variations is used as the background set. The variations are located across almost the whole 
human genome as it is seen in the following Figure 6-5.  
 
Figure 6-5. Locations of variations from the GWAS catalog associated to BMI. 
In the following Table 6-5 results from enrichment analysis including several annotation classes 
for these variations are shown. 30 most significantly overrepresented annotations are shown from sev-
eral annotation classes. 
Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds 
ratio 
p-value 
(adjusted 
by FDR) p-value 
Phenotype description: BODY MASS INDEX 129 0.00327623 356823 0 0 
Phenotype description: BMI 53 0.00179125 46633.0 6.3e-217 1.8e-221 
Qualified impact: Insufficiently evaluated patho-
genic 
38 0.00499556 10307.9 5.5e-131 2.3e-135 
Impact: pathogenic 38 0.00520902 9885.44 2.0e-130 1.2e-134 
Inheritance pattern: unknown 41 0.09410119 607.074 6.05e-91 4.29e-95 
Phenotype description: Weight 16 7.65692e-05 234879 4.10e-78 3.49e-82 
Phenotype description: OBESITY 16 0.00027379 65686.4 7.01e-68 6.96e-72 
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Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds 
ratio 
p-value 
(adjusted 
by FDR) p-value 
Associated gene with phenotype: FTO 10 6.9608e-05 154302 8.72e-46 9.89e-50 
Associated gene with phenotype: NR 11 0.00363123 3277.86 1.85e-31 2.37e-35 
Associated gene with phenotype: BDNF 5 2.5523e-05 202898 2.04e-22 2.90e-26 
Associated gene with phenotype: TMEM18 5 2.78433e-05 185989.6 3.18e-22 4.97e-26 
GO Term Accession: GO:0035516 10 0.01956226 548.980 7.10e-21 1.61e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0070350 10 0.01956226 548.980 7.10e-21 1.61e-24 
Phenotype description: GROWTH RETARDA-
TION DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY COARSE 
FACIES AND EARLY 
10 0.01956226 548.980 7.10e-21 1.61e-24 
Phenotype description: GROWTH RETARDA-
TION DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY COARSE 
FACIES AND EARLY DEATH 
10 0.01956226 548.980 7.10e-21 1.61e-24 
Phenotype description: Lethal polymalformative 
syndrome Boissel type 
10 0.01956226 548.980 7.10e-21 1.61e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0035515 10 0.02126767 504.953 1.45e-20 3.71e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0035553 10 0.02126767 504.953 1.45e-20 3.71e-24 
Associated gene with phenotype: MC4R 6 0.00039212 15961.6 1.54e-20 4.16e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0042245 10 0.02208440 486.276 1.88e-20 5.41e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0035552 10 0.02216097 484.595 1.88e-20 5.60e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0043734 10 0.02300788 466.755 2.61e-20 8.14e-24 
GO Term Accession: GO:0044065 10 0.02434900 441.042 4.39e-20 1.43e-23 
GO Term Accession: GO:0010883 10 0.02986430 359.577 3.23e-19 1.10e-22 
GO Term Accession: GO:0070989 10 0.03621258 296.528 2.12e-18 7.52e-22 
GO Term Accession: GO:0080111 10 0.05630386 190.690 1.66e-16 6.11e-20 
GO Term Accession: GO:0008198 10 0.05654981 189.860 1.67e-16 6.38e-20 
GO Term Accession: GO:0006307 10 0.06079360 176.601 3.30e-16 1.31e-19 
GO Term Accession: GO:0001659 10 0.06506755 164.997 6.27e-16 2.58e-19 
BP GO biological process: PATTERN_SPECIFI-
CATION_PROCESS 
11 0.13412366 88.66425 8.70e-15 3.83e-18 
Table 6-5. 30 most significant annotations for SNPs associated with BMI. 
The phenotype descriptions like BODY MASS INDEX, BMI, Weight and OBESITY are between 
the most enriched annotations what is expected as the input variations are associated to BMI according 
to GWAS catalogue. Some GET-evidence annotations are also strongly enriched like Qualified impact: 
Insufficiently evaluated pathogenic, Impact: pathogenic and Inheritance pattern: unknown. Annotations 
of associations to several genes, particularly FTO, NR, BDNF, TMEM18 and MC4R, have also statisti-
cally significant p-values. Other annotation terms in the Table 6-5 are related to Growth retardation or 
Lethal polymalformative syndrome so some variations are associated with these diseases as well. How-
ever, further research is needed to determine if there are some common real biological foundations be-
tween them and BMI. There are also several GO annotation terms in the Table 6-5. Many of them are 
according to their descriptions related to DNA or RNA demethylation activities. Other GO terms, for 
instance GO:0070350, is annotation for regulation of white fat cell proliferation or GO:0010883 is an-
notation for regulation of lipid storage.  
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6.2.2 Crohn’s disease 
Among diseases studied using GWAS approach, one of the most researched one is Crohn’s disease. It 
was found that the genetic factors explain half of its overall risk (Tysk et al. 1988). Variations associated 
with Crohn’s disease (n = 194) were obtained from the GWAS catalogue, similarly as with the BMI use 
case (Hindorff et al. n.d.). Distance filter of 1 kilobase reduces the number to 145, to help preventing 
overestimating effect of nearby variations. The variations comes from several studies so the set of all 
variations is used as the background. In the following Table 6-6 results from enrichment analysis in-
cluding several annotation classes for these variations are shown. 30 most significantly overrepresented 
annotations are shown from several annotation classes. 
Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds 
ratio 
p-value 
(adjusted 
by FDR) p-value 
Phenotype description: Crohns 
Disease 
183 3.1831e-03 Inf 0 0 
Qualified impact: Insufficiently 
evaluated pathogenic 
58 6.3047e-03 13467.50 8.15e-207 1.8e-211 
Impact: pathogenic 58 6.5741e-03 12915.58 6.35e-206 2.1e-210 
Inheritance pattern: unknown 76 1.1876e-01 1093.76 5.50e-186 2.4e-190 
Associated gene with phenotype: 
Intergenic 
31 4.9196e-03 7586.22 3.14e-103 1.7e-107 
Phenotype description: Inflamma-
tory bowel disease 
20 3.4262e-04 65536.57 1.86e-85 1.24e-89 
Associated gene with phenotype: 
IL23R 
16 7.3209e-05 239492.1 3.91e-79 3.04e-83 
Phenotype description: Inflamma-
tory Bowel Diseases 
13 2.6941e-04 51943.83 1.89e-53 1.68e-57 
Qualified impact: Insufficiently 
evaluated pharmacogenetic 
13 3.8215e-03 3661.87 3.59e-38 3.61e-42 
Impact: pharmacogenetic 13 3.8508e-03 3634.02 3.59e-38 3.99e-42 
C2 curated: PID_IL23PATHWAY 21 1.1733e-01 202.05 9.39e-37 1.53e-40 
CP Canonical pathways: 
PID_IL23PATHWAY 
21 1.1733e-01 202.05 9.39e-37 1.53e-40 
HGNC symbol: IL23R 14 9.0193e-03 1680.73 9.39e-37 1.56e-40 
Phenotype description: INFLAM-
MATORY BOWeL DISeASe 17 
14 9.0193e-03 1680.73 9.39e-37 1.56e-40 
Phenotype description: PSORIASIS 
SUSCePTIBILITY 7 
14 9.0193e-03 1680.73 9.39e-37 1.56e-40 
Phenotype description: Behcet 
disease 
18 5.2871e-02 377.48 3.66e-36 6.50e-40 
GO Term Accession: GO:0005143 16 2.6991e-02 649.50 9.86e-36 1.86e-39 
Phenotype description: Ulcerative 
colitis 
16 2.7307e-02 641.97 1.12e-35 2.24e-39 
GO Term Accession: GO:0032740 17 4.2113e-02 444.92 2.44e-35 5.14e-39 
GO Term Accession: GO:0042510 14 1.1787e-02 1286.10 3.00e-35 6.66e-39 
GO Term Accession: GO:0042520 14 1.2978e-02 1167.99 1.10e-34 2.57e-38 
GO Term Accession: GO:0038155 14 1.3309e-02 1138.95 1.32e-34 3.65e-38 
GO Term Accession: GO:0042019 14 1.3309e-02 1138.95 1.32e-34 3.65e-38 
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Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds 
ratio 
p-value 
(adjusted 
by FDR) p-value 
GO Term Accession: GO:0042020 14 1.3309e-02 1138.95 1.32e-34 3.65e-38 
GO Term Accession: GO:0072536 14 1.3309e-02 1138.95 1.32e-34 3.65e-38 
Associated gene with phenotype: 
intergenic 
7 2.9284e-05 248549.7 6.83e-34 1.97e-37 
GO Term Accession: GO:0051135 14 1.5825e-02 957.89 1.38e-33 4.13e-37 
GO Term Accession: GO:2000330 14 1.6077e-02 942.89 1.66e-33 5.15e-37 
GO Term Accession: GO:0032725 14 1.6194e-02 936.06 1.77e-33 5.70e-37 
GO Term Accession: GO:0010535 14 1.6680e-02 908.78 2.59e-33 8.62e-37 
Table 6-6. 30 most significant annotations for SNPs associated with Crohn’s disease. 
Phenotype description of Crohn’s Disease is the most significantly overrepresented and this can 
indicate that enrichment analysis works well for this input. GET-evidence annotations are again strongly 
enriched while in this case Impact: pharmacogenetic term is also enriched. Inflammatory bowel disease 
annotation of Phenotype description class is more general term for Crohn disease. Many annotations are 
related to Interleukin 23 (IL23) cytokine and its receptor. From annotations it is observable that many 
variations are associated with gene IL23R or pathway associated with IL23. Also GO terms 
GO:0038155, GO:0042019, GO:0042020, GO:0072536 are related to IL23 mediated signalling path-
way, its binding, receptor activity and complex. These findings highlight the role of IL23 induced in-
flammation in Chron’s disease. In the Table 6-6 are another Phenotype description terms referencing 
Psoriasis, Behcet disease and Ulcerative colitis and they may be related with Crohn’s disease. Another 
GO terms in the Table 6-6 references regulations of Interleukin-17, tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat1 or 
Stat3 protein or T cells. 
For this use-case the visualization of associations of variations and annotations is shown in the 
following Figure 6-6 where several clusters of variations with similar annotations can be identified. 
 
Figure 6-6. Visualization of associations. 
6.3 Use-case in detecting technical bias 
The Varanto can be used to detect technical biases in input or background sets. We showcase this func-
tionality by studying how distribution of different allele combinations may differ between different tech-
nological platforms presented by our background sets. In this case technical bias means that some alleles 
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can be over- or underrepresented in a sample of variations with evenly distributed alleles when compar-
ing them to different background sets. 
For this use-case the testing background set is Affymetrix SNP 6.0 set which is available in 
Varanto. The sample of 1,200 variations are chosen so 100 variations have one of the 12 combinations 
of alleles as is seen in the following tables Table 6-7 and Table 6-8. The first table contains enrichment 
analysis data of alleles using set of all variations and another table of alleles using Affymetrix SNP 6.0 
background set. 
Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds ratio 
Underrepresentation 
p-value  
Overrepresentation 
p-value 
T/A 100 38.71 2.73 1.00e+00 3.13e-17 
A/T 100 39.37 2.68 1.00e+00 9.19e-17 
T/G 100 40.57 2.60 1.00e+00 6.08e-16 
A/C 100 41.42 2.54 1.00e+00 2.19e-15 
G/C 100 44.18 2.38 1.00e+00 1.05e-13 
C/G 100 45.21 2.32 1.00e+00 3.99e-13 
C/A 100 49.51 2.11 1.00e+00 6.27e-11 
G/T 100 50.60 2.07 1.00e+00 1.99e-10 
T/C 100 140.20 0.69 9.83e-05 1.00e+00 
A/G 100 143.69 0.67 2.90e-05 1.00e+00 
C/T 100 207.69 0.43 2.43e-19 1.00e+00 
G/A 100 204.49 0.44 1.80e-18 1.00e+00 
Table 6-7. Enrichment analysis of alleles using set of all variations as the background set. 
 
Label 
Observed 
variations # 
Expected 
variations # 
Odds ratio 
Underrepresentation 
p-value  
Overrepresentation 
p-value 
T/A 100 37.53 2.82 1.00e+00 4.01e-18 
A/T 100 37.78 2.80 1.00e+00 6.19e-18 
T/G 100 44.01 2.39 1.00e+00 8.02e-14 
A/C 100 44.33 2.37 1.00e+00 1.21e-13 
G/C 100 53.71 1.94 1.00e+00 4.07e-09 
C/G 100 53.98 1.93 1.00e+00 5.24e-09 
C/A 100 48.71 2.15 1.00e+00 2.52e-11 
G/T 100 48.76 2.15 1.00e+00 2.67e-11 
T/C 100 190.77 0.48 6.21e-15 1.00e+00 
A/G 100 191.13 0.48 5.05e-15 1.00e+00 
C/T 100 219.03 0.41 1.45e-22 1.00e+00 
G/A 100 218.52 0.41 2.04e-22 1.00e+00 
Table 6-8. Enrichment analysis of alleles using Affymetrix SNP 6.0 as the background set. 
From the tables it is observable that most of the alleles have similar odds ratios or p-values in 
both tables. The largest differences are seen for G/C or C/G alleles when odds ratio differs in their case 
by 0.40 and p-value by 4 orders. The odds ratio is higher in the Table 6-7 of set of all variations so there 
is a bias originated from selection of too many variations with G/C and C/G alleles to set of genotyped 
variations. The similar bias is discoverable in case of T/C and A/G alleles. 
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7 Conclusion 
This work described basics of molecular biology, genetics research, annotation methods and enrichment 
analysis. Annotation methods are important for processing large collections of biological data. The the-
sis described how many annotations are already available and that some of them are generated compu-
tationally and others are created by manual curation. Wide variety of computational methods are adopted 
to annotate genomic elements while this work mainly described methods for annotating variations. Dur-
ing preparation of background database of Varanto huge amount of annotation data was used, the num-
ber of stored associations between variations and annotation terms in the background database being 
more than 5 billion. GWAS create many useful results in the form of list of variations associated with 
different traits. Described enrichment methods can be used to determine whether and how these varia-
tions affect studied trait.  
Created tool Varanto is aimed on enrichment analysis of variations, especially for sets of varia-
tions resulting from GWAS. Hypergeometric method implementation by function phyper in R showed 
good performance for an input of that we estimate represent a common usage. For example for 100 
variations and 10,000 annotation terms, the computation lasts about few seconds. Also it was shown that 
hypergeometric method is able to detect enrichment of relevant annotations related to studied trait or 
disease, and this was further demonstrated in the use cases. However these results should be further 
analysed and interpreted by researchers with knowledge of biological background to make final conclu-
sions from the results. It is also possible to examine the technical bias present in the background sets. 
The karyogram visualization with input variations also provides possibility to have good insight about 
variation locations in genome. The binary matrix visualization helps to recognize clustered variations 
with similar annotations or clustered annotations which are part of a similar set of variations.  
In the future the Varanto functionality could be enhanced, for example, by possibility to show list 
of observed variations for any annotation term in table of enrichment analysis or by possibility to define 
custom background set. Also applying methods for considering hierarchical relationships between an-
notation terms, such as GO ontology terms, may be useful. These methods are already mentioned in 
literature and may provide more accurate results. In presented use cases some annotations in the table 
were duplicated, resulting from some annotations being associated with variations as well as genes. 
Unifying these annotations may be an option to consider in future. Varanto as a tool can be used to 
annotate variations and perform enrichment analysis. All data table results are available for download 
in csv format and all visualizations are available in pdf format enabling using them for further processing 
or analysis.  
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Appendix A: Annotation classes and their 
source. 
Annotation class Genomic element Downloaded from 
Variant Alleles Variation Ensembl 
Common Variant Alleles Variation - (Generated during import) 
Phenotype description Variation Ensembl 
Phenotype description Gene Ensembl 
Study External Reference Variation Ensembl 
Study Description Variation Ensembl 
Consequence to transcript Variation Ensembl 
Ensembl Gene ID Variation Ensembl 
Associated gene with phenotype Variation Ensembl 
PolyPhen prediction Variation Ensembl 
SIFT prediction Variation Ensembl 
GO Term Accession Gene Ensembl 
HGNC symbol Gene Ensembl 
Gene type Gene Ensembl 
MIM Morbid Description Gene Ensembl 
Impact Variation GET-Evidence 
Qualified impact Variation GET-Evidence 
Inheritance pattern Variation GET-Evidence 
H hallmark Gene MSigDB 
C1 positional Gene MSigDB 
C2 curated Gene MSigDB 
CGP chemical and genetic perturbations Gene MSigDB 
CP Canonical pathways Gene MSigDB 
CP BIOCARTA BioCarta Gene MSigDB 
CP KEGG KEGG Gene MSigDB 
CP REACTOME Reactome Gene MSigDB 
C3 motif Gene MSigDB 
MIR microRNA targets Gene MSigDB 
TFT transcription factor targets Gene MSigDB 
C4 computational Gene MSigDB 
CGN cancer gene neighborhoods Gene MSigDB 
CM cancer modules Gene MSigDB 
C5 GO Gene MSigDB 
BP GO biological process Gene MSigDB 
CC GO cellular component Gene MSigDB 
MF GO molecular function Gene MSigDB 
C6 oncogenic signatures Gene MSigDB 
C7 immunologic signatures Gene MSigDB 
Table 1: List of annotation classes. 
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Appendix B: DVD contents 
/documents/ Folder containing this document. 
/importer_src/ Source files for the import process with varanto_import.sh file 
as the master import script whose parameters are: 
 -c path: path to the configuration file, 
 -f from_step: perform import steps starting by given step, 
 -t to_step: perform import steps finishing by given step, 
 -s step: perform given single import step, 
 -b mask: perform import steps according to binary mask 
(00101101). 
/db/ PostgreSQL script files for operations with the background database. 
Files are run by varanto_import.sh script. 
/conf/ Folder containing a predefined configuration file for the master import 
script. The LIMIT variable can be used for testing purposes, it limits 
number of variations to be downloaded from Ensembl database in the 
first step of import. 
/data/ Data files containing information about the annotation classes, the 
background sets and paths to the MSigDB files which are manually 
downloaded. 
/downloaded_data/ Manually downloaded background sets and MSigDB files. 
/www/ Source files for Varanto web interface. RStudio is needed for running 
the Varanto on a local computer (following R packages are needed to 
install: ggplot2, shiny, RPostgreSQL, dplyr, gsubfn, 
sqldf, RCurl, slam, ggbio (biocLite package), gplots). 
Note: a public server is accessible on  
https://bioinformatics.uef.fi/varanto 
 
 
